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Is Tuition Jump Inevitable? 
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·GOVERNOR A 'ITENDS FTU BOOTH - Florida 
Governor, Reubin Askew and FTU President Charles 
Millican, discuss the future of Florida Technological 
- University with a concerned citizen at the opening of 
the Central Florida Fair last Monday. Manned by 
FI'U students, the information booth located in the 
new exhibition hall on the fairgrounds proves to be 
larger and more elaborate than last year's exhibit. 
Library -ls Place 
Of Preregistration 
Lists of preregistration times have been posted at the Village Center, in 
the main lobby of the Library Building, and jn AD 122, the student 
lounge next to the first-floor vending room of the Administration 
Building. Students wishing to determine their preregistration times 
should consult these lists. 
The downstairs area of the library 
where the Registrar and Financial 
Aid were located previous to their 
tranferral to the Administration 
Building :· will be used for 
preregistration. Students will enter 
down the ramp and stop at the 
checkpoint station, where they will 
present their student ID cards and 
trial schedules. They will receive 
lead cards and proceed to check the 
master schedule, which will be 
projected on screens, to determine 
availability of classes ·· If counseling 
is needed, representatives from each 
college will be available to help. 
The students' trial schedule will 
be checked at the next station to 
verify the registration codes. The 
students will then proceed to the 
computer terminals where their 
schedules will be verified and 
finalized. Students will then exit 
from the preregistration area by the 
exit on the east side of the library. 
Students' invoice schedules, 
containing their class schedule and 
fee assessments, will be mailed to 
their homes. Payment •information 
will be available on the invoice. 
Tuition must be paid by March 
19, and if payments are mailed, 
they must be postmarked no later 
than March 19. -Students receiving 
financial aid must go to Financial 
Aid in the Student Affairs office 
before paying their fees at the 
cashier. Anyone receiving aid under 
the Veterans' Administration, 
Vocational Rehabilitation, Selective 
Service, or Social Security must see 
the registrar before paying their 
fees. 
For those students who are still 
confused about choice of 
preregistration time, the grade 
point average for the last fully 
completed quarter in attendance at 
FTU is the method of determining 
priority. This means that if a 
student changes class status at the 
(Continued on ['age 7) 
HEW To Review 
Hiring Methods 
An advance letter has been 
received by President Charles N. 
Millican from the Atlanta office of 
the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare (HEW) 
indicating their call for a full on-site 
review under Title VII of the Civil 
Rights Act of FTU employment 
practices. 
No date has been set at this time 
for their visit, but it will likely 
-come in April or May. Based on 
experience of such visits at other 
campuses, their on-site review will 
be thorough interviewing need of 
many at every level of employment. 
The paramount concern in such a 
review regards non-discrimination 
in any phase of employment 
procedure and employee relations 
on the basis of race, color, religion, 
sex, or national origin. Further,-
concem is given to the degree of 
established pattern and FTU's 
experience in an affirmative action 
of employment of disadvantaged, 
ethnic minority citizens. 
It's In The FuTUre 
Photo by John Gordon 




Widely-kpown singers, The 
Lettermen, will be performing in 
the Municipal Auditorium 
Wednesday, March 31 at 8:30 pm. 
Admission is free. The event is 
sponsored by the Village Center. 
The Lettermen are known for 
their close harmony work and 
easy-listening music. They have 
made appearances on many college 
campuses. 
Could be $25 More, 
L egislatorJ?Iedicts 
Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Higher Education William 
Conway told the FuTUre Wednesday he expects a $25 raise per quarter 
in tuition if a Florida corporate income tax is not adopted - and 
perhaps even if it is. 
Conway is also a member of the House Appropriations Committee_, 
another committee which will have 
to approve the tuition hike before Murray, a member of the Florida 
it goes up for a v.)te in the House of 
F.=pn•'Seutatives. 
Th~ issue of ~ raise in tuition 
cum~ up during '.:! discllssion period 
be tv ! ~en FTU· officials and 
members of the House 
Subrommittee along with other 
subjects such as a proµosal to 
abolish tenure in the Florida 
university system. 
"I hate to seP. any increase at all," 
was President .MilLican's comment 
when the tuition issue was broug11t 
up. Jim Stringer, President of the 
FTU St1·dent Government> said 
"I'M against it basitally from the 
star !.." 
Ch:1irm-an Conway originally said 
"I v:ould be very surprised if we~ 
didn't see a larger raise than $15." 
When pressed for a more definite 
estimate he said that it would 
probably be an extra $25 per 
quarter. A few weeks ago Dr . Louis 
Board of Regents, said the Board 
had been researching the needs and 
effects of $15 and $25. 
In an exclusive interview, 
Chairman Conway told the FuTUre 
that many private institutions are 
planning to raise their tuitions as 
much as $100-$150 per term. He 
also sai~ "If we don't get more 
money from somewhere, we will be 
in very, very serious trouble." 
Attitudes toward tenure from the 
state legislators came to the surface 
when Committee Chairman 
Conway discussed the subject with 
Dr. John Budina, President of the 
Faculty Senate and Dr. Calvin 
Miller, Dean of the College of 
Education. Dr. Budina repeatedly 
told the committee that tenure is 
not a · guarantee of employment, by 
the university system for life, but 
rather a guarantee of due process if 
(con't on Page 12) 
Where Have All The 
Young Grads Gone? 
Nearly 70 percent of FTU graduates answering an employment survey, 
report they are presently working, the FTU Placement Center announced 
this week. 
The relatively high percentage of employment may be deceptive, 
however, since less than 45 percent 
of grads who received a copy of the 
survey, sent it back. 
Only 230 1969-70 graduates of 
538 contacted by the Placement 
Center responded with a completed 
survey form. 
Of the number who returned the 
form, 158 said they were presently 
working. Twenty-tjght, or 13 
percent admitte_d they were 
unemployed. Another 15 percent 
said they were currently attending 
graduate schools and three percent 
reported they were in the military 
service. 
According to Placement Center 
Director John O'Rourke, the 
response to the survey "does not 
approach the desired participation" 
and may be due to several factors; 
change of address, apathy, or a 
reluctance to admit they (the 
graduates) are in fact unemployed 
or employed in jobs for which they 
did not train or study. 
O'Rourke said the response was 
sufficient, in his opinion, to use as a 
fairly accurate appraisal of the 
current job market for college 
graduates. 
According to the survey, grads 
from the College of Education had 
the best luck in obtaining jobs. Of 
the 217 grads, 107 responded to 
the survey, and of that number, 94 
reported they were working. 
The lowest percentage of working 
grads came from the College of 
Engineering, but since the college 
graduated the least number of 
students last year, the percentage is 
misleading. 
Nine students received their 
dip lo mas i·n Engineering, five 
respon~ed to the survey . Two said 
(con't on Page 12) 
Grapplers go collegiate ....... . ................. . . . pg. 9 
Folk fest planned . .............................. . pg. 4 
(Jreelzs super active ......... . ... . .... . ........... . pi 5 
Em~rging from the FTU pool like a sea nymph is 
this mystery swimmer, one of a number of students 
who have been trying out the pool before it is 
officially opened. Evening dippers . report that the 
cause skin rashes. But it's much more fun to swim 
before the pool is officially opened. And besides, you 
never know how long the thing is going to hold water. 
Rumors have it that skinny dipping may be added to 
...,pqol is loade<J wit_h clwmlc....als, some of ~hich n:iay 
0 "-1'" • 1 ~ .. I ~ •, 
• the IM program ~his spri~g. ~Ph~to. by Ji~ Le~man). 
Page 2 
1JT uWJtre Ebttnriats 
A Race To The University 
In the past decade our great country has become extremely 
"minority group" conscious. 
This is the land of golden opportunity where everyone has an equal 
chance to get ahead. Sociologists will tell you that the previous 
statement is a lot of hog wash. Our founding fathers had a good idea 
when they incorporated "all men are created equal" into the 
Constitution. The only problem is that it just isn't practical and it is by 
no means true. · 
The university recently received a letter from Dewey E. Dodds, 
Acting Regional Civil Rights Director for Education in HEW. The letter 
was basically concerned with the recruiting activities of FTU in relation 
to blacks both as students and faculty members. 
This university has 98 black students, 1 black male faculty member, 
and 3 black female faculty members. This amounts to approximately 
2% black representation at FTU. HEW suggests quite a larger portion. 
We question the semantics in the word "recruit". Students are 
recruited; faculty members are recruited. We get the impression that 
these individuals that happen to be black are being recruited because 
they are black. After all, we have to fill our quota. 
This is an extremely unfair practice unless we make large scale 
attempts to recruit a certain percentage of every minority group on the 
face of the earth. Why is it that we only find ourselves concerned with 
the black minority group? 
We grant that it is important for the University to get representation 
from many and diversified minorities. We do however question the 
method used in attempting to accomplish this. We want the FTU 
student body to be qualified, intelligent, and forward progressing; not 
based on color. 
Fu TU re 
What difference does the color make? The interest and enthusiasm 
must be the determining factor. 
The only factors that should determine acceptance to this university 
are high school grades, Florida Senior Test scores (and we're not too 
sure about thaL one) and the recognition of the student's need and 
desire to stand more years of education at a higher expense. 
"You Got Nerve Saying That About My Sister, 
Paleface." · 
If black studenls .can measure up to these qualifications they are 
probably more lhan acceplable as studenls because it takes a great deal 
more slamina and drive lo acquire these characterislics for blacks due 
lo everyday pressures sel againsl lhem. 
The same precept goes for faculty members. They must be recruited 
on the basis of their qualifications and experiences, not on their color. 
This ideology completely knocks out the idea of 11ecruiting blacks 
because of Lheir color. BuL Lhis unfortunately is the law and Lhe law is 
wrong. 
Anyone who holds Lhe assumption that this university is officially 
discriminatory against any particular race can be enlightened with the 
knowledge Lhat Lhe FTU application blank (as well as the applications 
of all Florida slate universities) does not include a space for indication 
of race. This may noL sound like much unless you consider that very 
seldom does the univer ity come in contact with an applicant until he 
has already been accepted by the university. 
Educalional aid for lhose persons who need il cannot start with the 
loughesl academic compelilion this country has lo offer. Qualification 
{or en lrance in lo a universi Ly is not an economic or racial issue but the 
end resull of a long educational process. The place lo slarl this is not al 
the end but the beginning of lhe process. L. J. M. 
,.,. _ .. ..........,._ b ~ . 
1 Malcolm X Week was observed by the Black Students Union with this 
display on the VC green. (Photo by Ed Burton). 
Will A Job Be Waiting? 
We cam(• across an article by Russell Kirk LhaL was run in a local 
newspaper that we felt merited some consideration. Particularly when 
applied Lo a young university like FTU. 
The gist of Llw article was LhaL a college education jusL ain't what it 
usrd Lo be. Jobs for p{•rsons with collegC' degrees are becoming scarcer 
and scarcer and according Lo the articl<' the argument that a college 
education would guaranLC't' affluence always was a fallacy, though 
Prayers Needed 
Dear Editor: 
A very close friend of mine 1 who 
is also a student at FTU, is in 
Orange Memorial Hospital. The 
doctors diagnosis is Polio-virus. He 
is now in the Intensive Care Unit at 
the hospital. It's been a rough road 
for him these last few days. His 
family and friends have been with 
him all the way. He needs your 
prayers and thoughts. Please pray 
for him and his family. His name is 
Dennis Pytko . Some of you may 
know him. God bless you for your 
help and concern. Please help . It 
may be your friend who needs help 
someday. 
Signed: A Close Friend 
Editor's Note : The above letter was 
intended for last week's newspaper, 
but was loo late for publication. 
' Pytko is now listed in fair condition 
at Orange Memorial and is out of 
the Intensive Care Unit. 
We hope this means he is doing 




We wish to publicly thank the 
FTU students who were concerned 
enough to stop and help us 
following our automobile accident 
Tuesday on Alafaya Trail. Not 
knowing the names of any of those 
who stopped, we regret that we are 
not able to personally thank you. 
We also wish to thank the Health 
Center nurse and Campus Security 
for their kind assistance. 
SINCERELY, 
Patricia and Sharon Dudley 
Juniors, College of Education 
Food Plan Idea 
widC"ly "disseminated by t•mpire-building educationisL.:;. Dear Editor: 
Next quarter, a seven-dollar price 
hike on the 15-meal plan will take 
effect giving the resident with this 
plan 150 meals a quarter for 
$145.00, which comes to 97 cents a 
meal. The commuter is entitled to a 
"commuter special" for $ lrl 5 
which includes one entree, dessert 
or salad , one vegetable, rolls, and 
one beverage. For the resident's 97 
cents , he receives the same meal 
plus extra helpings of rolls, one or 
two extra vegetables, salad and 
dessert, and one extra beverage. In 
addition, each may take extr~ iced 
beverages, such as ice tea and juices. 
So it appears that the commuter 
is not getting his fair share of the 
takings. The resident gets all of his 
ex t ras for 18 cents. I do not 
propose that the resident be 
deprived of his "goodies", but that 
a meal plan should be devised for 
the commuter student. 
Such a plan could consist of 7 
meals a week (since many students 
must be on campus for 2 meals on 
certain days) for $6.80 per week. 
This would come to 97. 1 ·cents a 
meal, and then the commuter could 
get the extras the residents get at 
no extra cost. This system could be 
tested for the two remaining 
quarters of the '70-'71 year. If 
continued, a price hike would 
naturally be made in accordance 
with the residents' plan. Also, if 
another hike would be needed, 
maybe it would not be as high as 
expected. 
So, food service people, take 
heed. Maybe some changes should 
and could be made. 
A concerned student, 
B. Brown 
Ed. note: The hike in food and 
housing will not occur until 
September. We hope this idea will 
be considered for its merit. 
Theatre Praised 
H's ratllC'r frightening wlwn you consider Lhe money, time and sweat Every time a major event occurs 
put.inLoaLLendingcollcgeforfouryears. at this institution of higher DearEditor: 
Ac.'cording Lo I.he article> " ... Lo attribute all of the higher income of learning, student or students are ln writing this letter, I wish to 
pc>rsons who have· sLayt•d in school for more years Lo the fact of their involved, and the phrase "accent on thank the minority of students and 
longer atLendanc{' is naivP or misleading. Extended school attendance, the individual" or "reach for the faculty who strive to bring to FTU 
as well as economic success in lat.er life, are casually related to Lhe same stars" is applied.· This is alf very one of the fine arts - namely 
personality traits, mon• than to each other: higher intelligence, good and gratifying, but I have theatre. This group is select enough 
ambition, motivation Lo work hard, Lo plan ahead, Lo forego immediate come Lo the conclusion that when· to work in the theatre tent, a 
gratification for future advancement and so fort.h . reality returns, some down-to-earth superstructure, equipped with a 
"In otlwr words, a man earns a higher income for the same reason for problem is either neglected or minimum of tools, poor lighting for 
which he attends school for more years: brains and LenaciLy." overlooked. Such is the case with set constructidn and a constant 
Kirk stresses LhaL if a person desires learning for its own sake and is t,he commuter student. breeze which seeps through the 
capable of serious study he should at.Lend college. But if what he desires Being that FTU is still a torn canvas of the neglected tent. 
I·~.· mo11"y 1'11 the bank, he should think twice. We feel thaL there should f f. · (I Located in a remote area of the ·' ' youngster o tve or six years 
be some sorL of positive correlation between a college degree and don'L think anv student knows the campus, well out of view of the 
"money in Lhe hank". age or birthd~y of this school). main buildings, the tent is the 
FTU has a Job Placement Center Lhat works doubletime trying not many prnblems are expected and working area of two faculty 
only Lu get corporations Lo come to FTU for j?b interviews, but usually do happen. There is the members who bring drama to their 
attempting lo gel stt:tdenls to attend those interviews. Companies LhaL parking situaLion which influences students. With little help, 
al one time not so long ago were searching high and low for qualified everyone, there are those who say equipment and financial support, 
college graduates are now being forced to turn down nearly all study facilities are not adequate, linked with apathy of the student 
applicants. and though not much is said, there body, faculty and administrators, 
!L's a critical situation and iL is about Lime something was done about are problems in the eating these people have worked to 
il. arran~ements for commuter present FTU with dramatic 
The individual universiLies must come to the realization LhaL their students. performances as well as an 
responsibility goes deeper than making a student take two years of The problems do not arise in the appreciation of the arts . 
required courses and two years of courses in his major. What possible facilities made available or the I had the opportunity to work 
good is a diploma if the sLudenL is not prepared for Lhe big world ouL condition of foods prepared, but in with these people last weekend and 
there beyond the i1·on gates'? the cost per quarter and what is view the adverse conditions under 
Perhaps the universit.y should survey what iL offers an individual in ,received for this payment. Having which they are working. Aftel· four 
preparation for the rest of his life and what, the world outside is going been both a resident and a and a half hours of set construction 
to require of that individual. We hazza1·d to say that Lhel·e is a bi!f commuter, a comparison was made. I could fully appl·eciate all that the 
.diff.e11enc~ ' •. ·.• .. •·· •. ,., . . .. "' .... ,,, ...... ,"L'.J .. M. ,. .. , __ bet~eei1thetwo.--- -- -- ··-·the-at-re· · ma1ors ·--an'<i - those 




participating in productions have 
strived to accomplish. I marveled at 
their enthusiasm and wished to 
inform others of it. 
Many theatre majors have worked 
long and hard hours in order to 
produce campus plays which will 
not only please an audience, but 
also display an appreciation for 
dr.ama. These people have and are 
attempting to learn many valuable 
production methods and 
procedures in order to be more 
fully equipped in their careers. 
Their goals are not solely for 
personal gain but are a joint effort 
to present FTU . with a dramatic 
production. 
I hope all who read this letter will 
take time to appreciate the theatre 
department. Many students have • 
seen neither the interior of the 
theatre tent nor a campus play. I 
encourage any and all students to 
take the opportunity to see the 
eight one act plays being presented 
this weekend. The Village Players 
and other theatre majors have 
iWOrked diligently to bring this to 
the FTU community. For this I 
commend these people highly. 
They have worked long hours, 
overcoming apathy and adverse 
conditions, to show dedication in 
an effort to bring drama to the 
FTU campus. 
Anonymous 
Editor-In-Chief ...... ~.~.Linda Mette! 
Copy Editor .......... . Nancy Smith 
News Editor ...... Mary Anna Jackson 
Sports Editor ......... Duncan Marks 
Business Manager ... . ... Henry Popkin 
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The • 'Fu TU re" is the week I y 
newspaper of Florida Technological 
University at Orlando , Florida . The 
FuTUre is published by President 
Charles N. Millican and written and 
edited by and for the students at Florida 
Technological University. 
The editorial opinions expressed are 
those of the staff and not necessarily 
those of the university or its 
administration. 
The F uTU re reserves the right to 
refuse to print any letters which are 
submitted . All letters must bear the full 
name and address of the person (or 
persons) submitting them. Names will be 
withheld on request. Address all letters 
to: Editor, FuTUre, P.O. Box 25,000, 
Orlando, Florida 32816, 
Entered as second class matter at the 
Po-st Office ·at or1arido; Fio.rida. 






"General revision of this constitution may be proposed by: 
... (8) a written petition presented to a duly elected student 
senator bearing signatures of a minimum of 35 per cent of 
the student body. Said petition must be acted upon by the 
student assembly within 15 days of presentation." 
· -Student Constitution, 
Page 59, Student Handbook. 
This section of the student constitution may not 
mean anything to you. 
But it does to Fred Daniels. 
Daniels, a junior pre-law student who sports a 
shock of red hair and fiery determination to match 
has launched a one-man campaign to shake th~ 
lethargic branches of Student Government on 
campus. 
While most students breeze over the fine print in 
the constitution as it appears in their student 
handbooks, Daniels has looked closely. 
He thinks some drastic changes are in order. 
"If we can't get some changes and improvement," 
says Daniels seriously, "then it would seem logical to 
abolish SG and start all over again from scratch." 
Daniels says he doesn't know if he wants to see all 
Student Government go down the drain, but he does 
insist that there should be easier ways for interested 
students to effect changes in the rules and regulations 
that govern them. 
Sub-section B is one of them. 
"Can you imagine that it now requires a petition 
signed by 35 per cent of the entire student body and 
the approval of Student Affairs before a proposed 
change in the constitution can be considered? That's 
1,800 students. We can't even ger 25 per ce~t out to 
vote in a general student election ." 
Daniels wants a "realistic reappraisal" of the voice 
of the student, admitting in the process that apathy is 
still king at Tech . 
"I will propose that if 50 students and four · 
professors sign a petition for a constitutional 
ammendment, it could either be put on the ballot of 
the next general •election for a student vote or be 
voted on by the Student Senate." ' 
This, Daniels believes, would make SG more 
responsive to the student, and would create more 
interest in Student Government among a generally 
ho-hum constituency. 
"With elections coming up in April, the time is ripe for 
~ push for more p_articipation in SG," Daniels says. 
If no one really gives a damn then we might as well 
get rid of SG." ' 
Daniels knows he may be heading into the 
proverbial lion's den with hjs campaign. "I know 
there will be a lot of SG people mad at me but I 
really believe my ideas have merit and should b~ given 
some careful consideration. 
"Let's face it, the office of Student Affairs controls 
~G now. Eve.n _ if 1~0 per cent of the student body 
signed a petition, it could fail for the lack of a 
signature in Student Affairs. 
"I~ SA runs Student Government anyway, why not 
abohsh SG and let Student Affairs be free to run the 
affairs of the students? That could be the alternative 
to non-participation in SG affairs and the 
continuation of stringent restrictions on 
constitutional amendments ." 
_Daniels~ a vic_e president of Delta Tau Fraternity, 
said he will begm by asking SG to relax requirements 
for having amendment petitions brought before the 
Senate. 
After that, who knows? 
"Anyone interested in helping can call me at 
841-3352," Daniels said. 
•••• Hear:; Good, Bad 
Page a 
fred Daniels 
HE Comm. Raps 
With Tech Brass 
The House Education 
Subcommittee on Higher Education 
met at FTU Wednesday at 2:30 pm 
and heard reports from Florida 
Tech officials which ranged in style 
from glowing reports of 
achievement to forebodings of near 
doom. 
The committee listened to formal 
presentations made by President 
Charles N. Millican, Vice Presidents 
John Philip Goree, W. Rex Brown, 
and C . B. Gambrell. Also heard 
were Student Government 
President Jim Stringer and 
president of the Faculty Senate Dr. 
John Budina. The legislators later 
heard impromptu comments made 
by Mrs. Helen Camfield and a man 
from Brevard County . 
President Millican and Goree 
together presented a picture of well 
planned dedication to the students 
but an urgent need for more funds, 
mostly needed for extra staff. In an 
impressive disply of figures and 
tables, the two university 
administrators showed a relative 
discrepancy between the amount of 
money other state universities were 
receiving and that which has been 
appropriated to FTU. 
Dr. Wm . Rex Brown, Vice problem as far back as 1948 at the 
President of Student Affairs then University of Florida . "But that 
told the committee in detail what doesn't mean we have to accept it," 
functions the division of Student was the reply from Stringer. 
Affairs covers and that the 
department is being well funded . 
Dr. Brown also emphasized 
attention of the individual saying 
"We are in the people business ... 
the principle area of student affairs 
is that of service to the students. I 
would not trade our student body 
with any other in the state of 
Florida. However, I might be 
willing t;o trade off a couple here or 
there." 
The mood became more 
down-to-earth when Dr . John 
Bud ina, the president of the 
Faculty Senate directly stated the 
needs of the FTU faculty . In his 
speech he said "the faculty at FTU 
urgently needs more office space, 
I?ore classroom space, increased 
library resources and staff more 
clerical and secretarial 1assistance 
and more instructional equipment'. 
In all of these areas we are below 
other colleges and ·universities both 
inside and outside of Florida." 
Later Stringer was asked why he 
didn't speak on the subject of a 
lack of communication if he 
wanted to. He explained that his 
formal topic was decided by the 
request of the committee chairman. 
After discussing the problem of 
communication, Chairman Conway 
offered a list of six major basic 
problems he has encountered while 
traveling to the universities and 
junior colleges of this state. His list 
was: 
1. Lack of communication 
2. The desire for improved 
learning methods and atmosphere 
3. Better and more available 
counseling 
4. Financial aid 
5 . R e s is tan c e to -stud e n t 
assistant_s teaching and their 
methods 
6. Articulation . 
Jeff Junkins is no revolutionary, but he caused some stir among 
security officers last week when he walked across campus with this 
rifle. Actually Jeff was making a speech on fireanns, but security took 
no chances and briefly impounded the gun. 
Vice President Gambrell then 
rook the floor and said in his 
presentation "we're here for the 
stud en ts and not in spite of them." 
He cited the faculty of FTU for its 
high quality and devotion, singling 
out the. Faculty Senate as the 
"most constructive body of faculty 
members" he has known. Dr. 
Gambrell also told the committee 
that he felt that FTU is a 
"university sensitive enough to 
listen, evaluate, and modify if 
necessary." 
Dr. Budina wenL on to say that 
"there is also a shortage or lack of 
instructional equipment and space 
t;o install' it evident in many areas 
from art to mathematics. One more 
thing desired by the faculty is an 
established and publicized criterion 
for measuring a member's 
performance. There appears to be a 
contradiction between standards 
advocated by many legislators and 
those applied by administrators. 
Unlike the meeting of the Board 
of Rege.nts, procedures -did not 
strictly call for persons wanting to 
be heard t;o be registe ed on the 
agenda . Near the end of the session 
two members of the audience asked 
to be heard and were allowed to 
address the committee. The first 
was Mrs. Helen Camfield, who 
referred to herself as a "senior 
student." In her address she made 
an impassioned plea for 
consideration of the students and 
faculty of FTU, citing them 
graphically for their devotion and 
hard work . Chairman Conway told 
he1· that they as well as the rest of 
the legislature will try to keep such 
people in mind in deciding the 
issues brought before them in the 
upcoming sessions. RAMADA HAVING AN AFFAIR? HAVE IT WITH US! 
"t. INN - EAST 
EL BQDEGON COCKTAIL LOUNGE. -
LA COM I DA . DINING ROOM -
11731 E. Colonial Drive (Near FTU) 
OPEN: 11 A.M. - 2 A.M. 
OPEN: 6 A.M. - 10 P.M. 
273-1500 
The last person to make a formal 
presentation was Jim Stringer. The 
SG President asked the rhetorical 
·question "What do students do 
best?" and arrived at 'the answer. 
"They question." In closing, he 
told the legislators" And when they 
question , please answer honestly ... 
and hopefully through this 
communication, you will better 
understand them." 
The second unofficial speaker 
was a gentleman who only 
identified himself as a resident of 
Brevard County. He commented on 
the idea of teacher evaluation 
coupled with bonuses as incentives. 
During a · questioning period a He said that the criteria for the 
committee member asked Stringer evaluation should ?e t~e succe~s the 
what he thought the main problem student has late~ m hfe. Chairman 
is at FTU. Stringer replied that he Conway _told him. that the bonus 
was glad the question was asked pr?gram is now bemg experimented 
since he really wanted to speak on w 1 th a~d that the teacher 
that topic. He listed FTU's major eva~uat1on is always being 
p rob I em as a I a ck 0 f considered . 
communication between students 
and administrators . Another 
l~-~~~~~~~~~iiifii~~iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;iiiiii]iiiiii;~piiiiii.;iii~i;i!ijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iijiiiiii;~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.!J committee member to Id Stringer t · • • ~.,, 1 ' 1 • ; 1 ·, 1 : ~ , • that he bad Pxperienced the same 
( • i, } 11 t 1 ' .. 1 ' • 1 V r '"l "I ,. i '! ~ ... ~" ... ~-
The Education Committee ended 
its tour of Orange County with 
what was described on their agenda 
as a "dinner and discusst(!)h 'p·etibd." 
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WaJJ-to-wall periodicaJs and books greet students moved to the third floor of the library to become 
part of the Reference Dept. coming to the expanded library these days. Within a 
few weeks, however, the papers and books will be 
FTU Plans 
f_olk Fest 
A fork festival will happen 
Friday ,..:.April 2 on the campus lawn 
between the Village Center and the 
Sci.ence building, featuring about 
five-=entertainers from Miami as well 
as local talent. 
- ~eginning about 10 or 11 am, the 
-festival will . last as long as there is 
Occupational Edu. · Symposium Topic 
Plans for an Of.CUpational about six representatives of central 
education program at FTU will be Florida counties, about five 
considered during a symposium at members of the State Education 
the Langford Hotel March 4 and 5 .. Dept., and representatives from the 
According to Dr. Tom Harrow, University of Florida and several 
coordinator for the meeting, ideas central Florida Junior colleges. 
fodr vt_ocat~lolnbald. and dtechdnitchal Fro1n FTU, College of Education 
e uca i_on w1 e ISCusse • ap e Dean Calvin Miller, Dr. Basil 
~esult1ng p_roposals may b,e Hoover, assistant professor, Robert 
mco!porated mto the fall quarters G. Cowgill, coordinator and 
curriculum. . . associate professor, and Dr. Thomas 
The symposium will be Harrow assistant professor will 
deliberately small, with about 20 attend.' ' 
DATE INTERVIEWING 
TUES. MARCH 2 
WED. MARCH 3 
WED. MARCH 3 
THURS. lIARCH 4 
THURS. MARCH 4 
FRI. MARCH 5 
TUES. HAR CH 9 
TUES. MARCH 9 
WED. MARCH 10 
THURS. MARCH 11 
THURS. MARCH 11 
THURS. MARCH 11 
FRI. !~CU 12 
FRI. l~Cll 12 
PRI. MARCll 12 
FRI. MARCH 12 
PRI. MARCH 12 
FRI. · MAR.Cit 12 
MON. MARCH 29 
MON. MARCH 29 
TUES. KARCH 30 
nJES. MARCH 30 
TUES. ?!ARCH 30 
TUES. MARCH 30 
FLORIDA TECUNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 
PLACEllENT CENTER 
February 26, 1971 
RECRUITING SCHEDULE - MARCH 1971 
ORGANIZATION INTERESTED IN: 
BROWARD COUNTY SCHOOLS TEACHING POSITIONS 
BROWARD COUNTY SCHOOLS TEACHING POSITIONS 
MARTrn MARIETTA ENGINEERING (EE ,ME, 
MATERIALS, STRUCTURAL AND 
AERONAUTICAL), COMP. SC!ENCE 
AETNA LIFE & CASUALTY ms. co. ACCTG., BUS.TRAINEES,MGHT., 
MKG. , FINAUCE, PERSONNEL, 
PUBLIC RELATIONS, SALES, 
PRODUCTION, NATH. , IND. REL. 
HAAS BROTHERS ALL MAJORS CONSIDERED FOR 
EXECUTIVE TRAI!HNG PROGRAM. 
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO. BUS • ADM. MAJORS FOR MGMT. 
TRAINING PROGRA.'f. 
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION ANY HA.JOR 
(Air Traffic Control Speicalist) 
RETAIL CREDIT COMPANY BUS. TRADIEES, FI!IANCE, 
HG?IT. , MICTG. , PERSONNEL 
VISTA ALL MA.J'1RS 
VISTA ALL MAJORS 
UNITFll STATES STEEL ENGINEERING (HE,EE) 
U.S. ARMY OFFICER PROGRAMS 
VISTA ALL MAJORS 
BENDIX.,.WESTINGHOUSE ENGINEERS (EE,ME) 
TECHNICAL TRAINEES IN 
AIR CONDITIONING 
SARASOTA COUNTY SCHOOLS TEACHING POSITIONS 
CNA INSURANCE ACCTG., BUS. TRAINEES, 
FINANCE, MGMT., MATH., 
SALES, STATISTICS 
STATE OF FLORIDA ALL MAJORS 
U.S. ARMY OFFICER PROGRAMS 
HERNANDO COUNTY SCDOOLS TEACHING POSITIONS 
POLK COUNTY SCIIOOLS TEACHING POSITIONS 
HAR.ION COUNTY SCHOOLS TEACHING POSITION!. 
HILLSBOROUGH COUN'lY SCHOOLS TEACHING POSITIONS 
LAKE COUNTY SCHOOLS TEACHING POSITIONS 
MONTGOMERY WARD BUS. AD!i., }l;HT., HKTG., 
TRAUSPORTATION 
SIGN UP FOR INTERVIEWS IN PLACEMENT CENTER - ROOM 267 ADM 
You must have registered with the Placement Center and returned the completed 
Personal Data Form before you may interview. 
interest, possibly well into the 
night. Both ethnic and 
contemporary folk works will be 
performed. It is sponsored by the 
vc. 
members. Two will be out-of-state LITTLE .MAN ON. CAMPUS advisors, Dr. Joe Nerden, North 
Carolina State University, and Dr. 
Merle Strong, University of 
Wisconsin. Also attending will be 
Campus Glances 
Students who want to participate 
are asked to write Rick Alter, FTU 
P.O. Box 26607, who is orgamzing· 
the festival, and set up an 
appointment time for audition. 
Since the festival will be folk music 
and not rock, Alter has requested 
that possible participants keep their 
music "mellow." · 
The festival is the first event of 
its kind to be planned for FTU, 
although it may become a quarterly 
or annual occurrence, depending 
upon student response. 
'Live, Be Freel' 
Program Com-;ng 
John Miles, lyric tenor, is 
presenting his sequel Lo "The Negro 
Speaks of Rivers ' Tuesday, March 
2, at 8_:30 pm in the Science 
Auditorium. 
Called "Live and Be Free!", the 
program is based on the precept of 
the slave liberator, Harriet Tubman. 
John Miles musically celebrates 
life in his presentation through 
operatice, ethnic and classical 
repertory. Miles has received 
standing ovations throughout the 
United States for both programs. 
According to the Washington Post, 
Miles has "the agility to move 
effortlessly through the kind of... 
ornamentations that most singers 
lumber or hiccup through." The 
New York Times said "He has a 
knack of drawing the listener along 
with him, wide awake and full of 
anticipation." 
·Elevator Graffitti 
To Get Covered 
People are scratching the FTU 
elevators. 
The elevator cars are constructed 
with long wide panels with 
woodlike grain, with painted 
recessed spaces between the panels. 
The panels normally cannot be 
marked, and instead the recesses are 
marked. Since these spaces are 
black, most pencil or ink marks do 
not show; however, this does not 
prevent persons from scratching 
messages into the paint. 
Fred E. Clayton, director of 
Physical Plant, told the FuTUre 
that these crevices will be repainted 
to cover the graffiti. He said this 
seemed to be a natural part of 
college life, and that after the 
recesses were painted, they would 
be scratched up again. "I wish we 
could catch the ones that are doing 
this," he said, but added that it 
would be impossible to have 
someone manning the elevators to 
prevent the marrings . 
Several students riding elevators 
have expressed the opinion that the 
markings may happen when 
elevators become stuck for a long 
period of time. 
Clayton requests that the 
destruction be stopped, but expects 
that the persons responsible will 
"keep doing this nice thing." 
e NOTICE e 
s1000 worth of clothes FREE ..... 
Just for being a Clothes Horse customer. 
THE STUDENT BONUS· CLUB · 
GO TO EITHER CLOTHES HORSE STORE 
AND ASK ABOUT THIS GREAT PLAN. 
THE~«~ 
HWY.436 AT ALOMA AVE. •WINTER .-ARK 
CONW~Y .CENT.ER .e ORLANDO 
LIB SERVICE 
Dept. of Health Education and 
Welfare is coming on campus to 
check for any discrimination in 
hiring of employees, faculty etc. It 
is reported that this year HEW is 
also eyeing the number of female 
employees in· relation to male 
employees at FTU. Shades of 
Women's Lib. 
IF YOU PREFER INCLUSIVE 
ONE RELIGION OF 
BROTHERMOOD 
TO SECTARIANISM WHICH 
KEEPS RELIGIOUS PEOPLE 
SEGREGATED INTO SECTS, 
WHY NOT SEND FOR AN 
EMBLEM LAPEL PIN? 
TMERE IS NO CHARGE. 
JOE ARNOLD 
One Religion of Brotherhood 








Custom style your r ing with the school name, 
on the base and with o design or plain setting for the stone. 
Choose the stone in your school color, birthstone, black onyx, 





You don't have to be rich 
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Kappa Sigma Colony brothers 
were served a Sloppy Joe dinner, by 
the Stardusters, last Friday night at 
the house. After dinner, the pledges 
served refreshments and a party 
began. The affair lasted well into 
the night with a card ·game 
preceding the party . Thanks given 
to William Bryant, of the Village 
Center, who supplied the ice for the 
pledges. 
Saturday night, after the FTU 
Basketball game, Kappa Sigma had 
an impromtu swimming partyat one 
of the brother's houses. Everyone 
played ping-pong, got wet, and had 
a fantastic time. , 
This week the brotherhood is 
planning a party, which, as its 
highlight, will have "Nightly 
Contests,'- of which will rival any 
"Knightly Contest" put on at 
Homecoming. 
Last week, Kappa Sigma Colony 
elected their officers for the 
upcoming year. They are: Grand 
Master, John Smith; Grand 
Procurator, Dave Pervis; Grand 
Master of Ceremonies, Jeff Junkins; 
Grand Scribe, Jim Van Horn; and 
Grand Treasurer, John McCann. 
Judicial Board members elected 
were Paul Crawford , Kevin 
McCarthy, and Lloyd Woosley, and 
the guards are Manuel Rodriquez 
and Daryl Graham. Everyone 
associated with Kappa Sigma would 
like to congratulate these fine 
brothers. 
Kap pa Sigma will be selling 
donuls, door to door, this Saturday 
morning. The brothers are 
reminded to pick up their donuts at 
the house, beginning at 8 am and 
that this is a mandatory event. 
Also, in the up-and-coming March 
of Dimes walk, the brothers will be 
sponsoring Dean Proctor at 50 
cents for every mile he walks. 
They ask other fraternities to do 
the same and do two worthwhile 
things at once. The brothers are 
proud to announce that the 
pledges . of Kappa Sigma Fraternity, 
have completed a cement sidewalk 
for the Russel Home for Atypical 
Children so the children could ride 
their bicycles around the premises. 
The pledges spent much time and 
effort at this project and deserve a 
'pat on the back,' as does the Civic 
Chairman, Brother Brad Arnez. 
Since soccer starts this week, 
Kappa Sigma would like to wish its 
Soccer team and its captain, Paul 
Harkiewiez, good luck in the 
upcoming season. Also, the 
brothers would like to wish Mac 
Hartley a Happy 21st Birthday, 
which he celebrated this past week, 
and congratulate Charlie O·Meara, 
who, after many hard fought 
campaigns, finally won the "Big 
One" last weekend. 
PAE 
The brothers of Phi Alpha 
Epsilon would like to congratulate 
the entire Greek system for its 
participation in the Homecoming 
activities. 
It was clear to all that without 
the fraternities' support there 
wouldn"t have been much to rave 
about. 
While in the midst of 
Homecoming activities, the PAEs 
also entertained SAE Beta from 
Florida State. Between the 
preliminary basketball game and 
the party later, the two chapters 
were successful in strengthening 
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relations. 
Congratulations to the FTU 
varsity basketball team on the 
completion of its first official 
intercollegiate season. PAE would 
like to salute the three brothers 
who were on the starting five: 
center, Don Mathis; forward, Jim 
Flanagan; and guard Rudi Jessee. 
Phi Alpha salutes these three who 
Expansion, announcing May 15 as 
the rate of Chapter Installation for 
FTU's ATO colony. Since the 
origination of TAU Fraternity in 
196 8 , brothers have anxiously 
awaited this date, and now reality is 
within reach. 
LXA 
were a credit to FTU and to the Lambda Chi Alpha elected new 
tradition of SAE. officers for the upcoming year. 
The stage is set for a party this They are President, Wayne Leland; 
weekend between the FT.U and Fla. Vice Pre~ident, Scott D'Amato, 
Southern <?hapters. The theme will Secretary, Frank Cox; Treasurer, 
be Polynesia.:i, bu.t no one knows as . Ken Pyle; Social Chairman, Mike 
yet what pig wi~l be roasted. It 
1 
Charron; Ritualist, Ralph Bundy; 
shou~d be a great.time for all. . Rush Chairman, Bill Huff; and 
Phi ~pha -Epsilo~1 would like to Pledge Trainer, Mike Argento. 
take this oppor~umty to endorse 1 Last weekend LXA's associate 
the March of Dimes pl~dge. walk ., members assited the Tyes sorority 
They. e~cou~ag: all o!ganizations .to in a car ·wash. Saturday they pla_n 
par~1c1pate m this worthwhile another at the American Station on 
charity. The brothers of PAE feel . 
this to be one of the best endeavors the Corner of Fairbanks and 17-92. 
to which the IFC has committed . The Lambda Chi's had a cook-out 
itself. 
Everything is in order for another 
me m or able founder's day 
celebration which will be held in 
conjunction with the SAE -
Central Florida Alumn i 
Association. The date is March 9 
and the place is the Sheiks Lounge. 
Once again, this year, no one 
should be disappointed. 
A-TO 
The ATO's really started this past 
weekend off with a bang with the 
arrival of PAT on the scene Friday 
afternoon. Most of the brothers 
really got blown out, but some 
managed to stay out of the mess. 
At any rate, the big day began on 
Saturday afternoon as motorcycles 
and a large flatbed truck arrived on 
the scene to begin ATO's second 
annual Hell's Angels Day . Except 
for running out of gas on East 50, 
the parade was really great fun. 
Arriving at the house later, the 
volleyball nets went up and the fire ~.,...~ ........ ~-
The thirteen members of Lambda 
Chi's first national pledge class were 
happy to 1earn that because of 
nationalization they were no longer 
called "pledges," but "associate 
members. ·• However, they were 
soon to learn that "a pledge by any 
other name would .. .' 
I 
Sororities turned out to be Tri-K's 
debut for the Globetrotters. Tri-K 
opened its season Monday with a 
victory over Fideles. Special thanks 
to Tri-K coach Mark Stockwell. 
They couldn't have done it without 
him. 
ssx On Tuesday, February 9, the class elected officers and officially 
began their training, which will 
continue into the spring quarter. The initial edition of "The 
Those elected were: Junior High Amgis," the quarterly news bulletin 
Alpha, Lloyd Richardson; Junior of Sigma Sigma Chi, was printed 
High Beta; Jim Weathorford; Junior this week. "The Amgis" will be sent 
High Gamma, Ray Beck; Junior to all active brothers and pledges of 
High Tau, Mike Roy; Junior High Sigma Sigma Chi and also to the 
Epsilon, Larry Garner. alumn.i. Also, a copy will be sent to 
The other members are : Jerry each Sigma Chi Alumni living in 
Gay, Lewis Jones, Bill McDonald, Orlando, so that the local Sigs can 
Terry Mosely, Roy Nelson, Mark be abreast of progress, locally and 
Paul, Steve Rajtar, and Larry nationally. The paJEr was compiled 
Wil and written in the most part by son. B h T S · h 
Work and project committees ro.t er «;>m mit. · . . . 
were formed and plans were made Sigma Sigma Chi will hold its f1~t 
' ,annual HeH's Angel- Party this 
Saturday night. All brothers, 
pledges, Alums, and Sweethearts 
are invited . Hell's Angels' type 
costumes are required and prizes 
will be awarded for the "best 
dressed." Rumor has it that the 
Sweetheart's Decorating Committee 
has some interesting- signs and 
decorations planned, and also 
maybe a farm visitor. Is this right 
Kay, Joanne and Nancy? 
Tomorrow Sigma Sigma Chi will 
'hold a car wash at the BP Station 
on the corner of Tampa and West 
Colonial. The hours are 9 to 4 pm 
and cost is only $1 for wash, dry, 
and vacuum. Ya'll Come! 
Sigma Sigma Chi would like to 
congratulate Pledge Brother Bill 
Delapa for placing third in his 
weight class for the FTU 
Weightlifting Club in the meet 
recently held in Gainesville. 
.A s . P 
The brothers and pledges of Delta 
was on. An exciting BBQ ended as ' . . . 
the ATO Hell's Angels headed for PAE L~ttle ~1ster. Susan Trapp delivers some browni~s to FTU ~blic 
Oviedo and FTU's final game of the Information Drr. Bill Warden, as part of a bakesale dnve by the sisters 
. Sigma Pi are proud to have been a 
part of the "Don't let them be 
forgotten" campaign to gather 
signatures in the Orange CounLy 
area. The first week of the 
campaign culminated in a large rally 
at the Tangerine Bowl, attended by 
over 8,000 people, as well as many 
dignitaries . . 
season,. The highlight came at the to raise funds for a party for the fraternity. 
Regency Recreation Room as the 
sounds of the live band "Miami " 
turned everybody on to what has 
already been proclaimed as the best 
party of the year. 
ATO social life is definitely on 
the upswing. Today the ATO 
pledges ' at"& ...treating the brothers--
and little sisters to an afternoon of 
liquid refreshment and tomorrow 
night pledge Jim B0rooks is having a 
party for all brothers, pledges and 
little sisters at his home beginning 
at 9 pm. The following Saturday 
the ATO's will entertain Delta Chi 
Omega Sorority from Seminole 
Junior College at a social for their 
entertainment. The next Friday 
FTt,J's Tyes Sorority is getting 
together with the ATO's for an 
afternoon. Saturday, March 13, 
ATO little sisters, will be the guests 
of honor at a party to be held at 
Nob Hill. 
Saturday where there were football 
games and other interesting 
happenings. In one later gridiron 
spectacle the brothers sat out and 
watched the Crescent Girls do 
battle. There was no hair pulled but 
it was sul'e worth the free 
admiss.ion. 
The brothers are planning a stag 
party with alumni and associate 
members at an undisclosed site. The 
little sisters are to have a slumber 
party the same night. 
for two car washes, Saturday 
February 20th and 27th, at the 
BEER BUST 
American Station on the Corner of 
Fairbanks and 17 -9 2. 
Tri-K 
Tri-K Sorority has been busy 
practicing for the big basketball 
season. After a miraculous 
comeback in football, Tri-K 
participated in a frolicking game of 
basketball (?) Sunday night in the 
TKE 1nvitational Tournament. 
What was to be a frolicking funny 
halftime show put on · by both 
I 
3-6 FRIDAY 
Delta Sigma Pi participated in a 
second week of self-denial during 
which they sacrificed their time to 
secure additional signatures. During 
this two-week period, over 7 ,000 
signatures .were collected on 
campus and throughout the metro 
area by the brothers and pledges. 
These signatures will be turned over 
to the delegates from North 
Vietnam in Paris in the future. 
Fashion Show 
The Drug Abuse Council will 
benefit from . a fashion show being 
presented at the Maitland Civic 
Center at 8 pm on l'vbnday, March 
1. The show is being hosted by the 
Orlando Chapter of the 
Cosmopolitan Associates, whose 
international members will model 
fashions provided by the Orange 
1 POUND BEER 15 ..L Lion and Heather's Boutique. 
y; Re freshmen ts will be served and 
TGIF 
EACH HALF HOUR 5c MORE doorprizes will be offered during 
~~~~~~~1_1_~_2~B_E_T_w_E_E_N~J_A_•-~-L~A~l-A_N_D~K--_M_A_R_T~~~~~~~~fue iliow. Admi~on fue ~ $1.50. 
The ATO Service Committee is 
busy preparing for the upcoming 
"Dollars for Scholars" foundation· 
drive. Jerry Whelan J Service 
Chairman, has begun to materialize 
plans to raise funds for the 
foundation . Since A TO originated 
the drive, working beside FTU 
Administrators, the drive is now 
totally the responsibility of ATO. ~ ~""" """"""""" """""" ~ '"""""" """"""""" ......... """ .................. ~ Worthy Master Bob Stevens 
this week from Layne Triplett, ~ _ 
National ATO Director of Chapter 
~;r~e~:~:denrc: at~ th~ b!~:~:rrho~J - /AA 1f l? ~ ~Lr 0 @) ~ ~~ 
~ ........... ~ ................ ~ ................. ~+-4 ...................... ... 
-
Featuring . .. . 
A Complete Line of 
* Tape Decks · Tapes 
*One Year Warranty 
* Speakers and Accessories 
Also - Complete Service 
And Installation 
SPECIAL OFFER -
· ~ TtJRt'J YOUR PROOFS FROM JORUNJ ~ 
~ MARSH l~TO Y£ARl300K IN ROOM ~ 
WITHTW~;~;:~~~:~:S~ALLED ~ 3 2.7 OF G c 8 . M RRCH I, 2 I 3. ~ 
JOIN OUR STUDENT DISCOUNT CLUB ~ q A. M. - 4 P. IV\.. ..11111 
Bel le Wood Model 1100 
Stereo Auto Tape Player only 
........ ~~ ...... ~ ............ ~ ................ ~.~. '""" """""" ~·~~~·~' ~ """~ ~ 
( t I I \ ' ·' I I ~ 1 J.l \I '• .. .( 1. • •. .. ~;,. ~ :-. ...., ..: • J. • • , ~- " r !'°• >e, -. • • .,., '" ~ tt •i ) •• # ._. l,J 
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Educationally Speaking 
By Linda Singer 
One student commented that he was "the best professor she had ever 
had!" Another stated that he was like a "teddy bear that you'd like to 
hug!" An Ohio State coed said that "he was born with a gold star on his 
forehead!" To everyone in Elementary Education, Dr. Charles 
D'Augustine inspires an exceptional teaching and learning experience." 
To his students, he is a warm, quick-witted, friendly person who, 
with his special methods and style, makes class so enjoyable and even 
exciting. Genuine love of his subject (Teaching Elementary School 
Math and Children's Literature) is easily inherited by all his students. 
Dr. D'Augustine's classes are a perfect blend of easy-going discussion, 
humorous ad libs , and delightful quips. 
A native of Orlando Dr~ D'Augustine graduated from high school at 
the age of 16. Oddi; enough, he received his Bache~~r's degree in 
Chemistry and then his Master's in Science Education. At Florida State 
he was awarded his Ph.D. in Math Education. He writes extensively, 
having authorized 51 publications which include books, booklets, and 
journal articles. He states that he receives the greatest satisfaction from 
writing his pre-school readiness books. 
Teaching full-time thirteen years, Dr. D'Augustine has taught 
numerous grade levels, from elementary through high school and 
college. He regards his most rewarding and interesting teaching 
experience to be in first grade! Last year he traveled the U.S., visiting 
150 school systems and giving over a hundred math teaching 
demonstrations to elementary shcool teachers . 
Not far from FTU Dr. D'Augustine, in his spare time(?), farms and . 
raises rabbits ducks and cows on a few acres of land. He admits to a 
secret desire (ah-had Lo be a heavy equipment operator; however with 
his tractor and family, he spends weekends clearing his land. 
Fu TU re February 26, 1971 
With his impact and influence upon students, FTU is fortunate to 
have Dr. D'Augustine on its faculty. He has shown us, by his own 
example, what true teaching dedication and professionalism really is. 
Pre-Registration class lists were posted in the 
library this week and instantly became the most 
popular place reading on campus. 
For this, Dr. D'Augustine, the College of Education sincerely thanks I!!!!!. 
.. -y-o_u_f_o_r_b_e-in_g_a_p_e_i-_so·n·w--h•o•t•r•u-ly_d_e_se_r_v_e_s_t_h_e_t_i t-1-eo·f·'-'T •• ea_c_h_e_r_. ·-·--..., ~""" 
, 
Time Is Of The Essence 
Time is always of the essence to th.e college student. d .asses start o:i 
time food is served in the cafeteria al certain times, and because of this 
stud~nts are continually running ... Lo get somewhere on time. 
To heip people keep track of Lime there are now a variety of watches 
available Lo the campus: 
it. 
Charles N. Millican watch: it's hands reach for the stars. 
Board of Reg.en ts watch : it costs 12 per cent more. 
T. K. Wetherell watch: it has a 10 pm curfew. 
W. Rex Brown watch : Lelis you a different lime whenever you look al 
Dean W. Proctor watch (sports model): indoor-outdoor sundial. 
Cafeteria watch: always running. 
Athletic supporter's watch: has an elastic band . 
Vice President Gambrell watch: doesn't know which way Lo point. 
Sutdenl Government watch·: doesn ' t care what Lime it is. 
Engineer's watch : impractical. I don't even kl]OW why we have them. 
Student Government Candidate watch: runs in the spring. 
Poor student watch: loses four hours each quarter. 
Registration watch: after a trial setting, and pretrial setting and 
setting, it never see·ms Lo be set. 
Maintenance watch: runs on overtime. 
Fianancial Aid watch: runs on borrowed time. 
Secretary's watch: runs on coffee breaks. 
Professor's watch: never works during office hours. 
Math Department watch: the numbers run together. 
These are a few of the watches available so there is no excuse for 
having the Lime or running out of Lime ... like I just did. My Mickey 
Mouse watch stopped. ,. Guess I di_dn't feed it enough cheese . 
Stuff 'n Such is a column 
designed for FTU club news. Any 
campus club is welcome to submit 
articles by noon on the Tuesday 
before the desired publication date. 
These articles ma)' include· the 
announcement of a new club's 
formation, meeting times, officer 
elections, and any activities the 
club has participated in or is 
planning. 
Also, occasional pictures of 
selected club activities will be taken 
tG be used with the column. If a 
club is planning an activity that 
they feel merits a picture, they may 
request one from Nancy Smith, 
Stuff 'n Such columnist, in the 
PuTUre office, AD 118. 
Picture requests should be made 
a week in advance to insure that 
they will get into the issue 
immediately following the event. 
The S tuft 'n Such column, 
including copies of pictures which 
can be purchased from the FuTUre, 
can be of great value to .club 
historians. Any and every campus 
organization is invited to make use 
of the column. 
-o-
John Hart Jean-Pierre Hallet, the only 6'5" 
Copywrought: pygmy will come to FTU March 9 
I February 8, 1971 from 10 am to noon in the Science 
L..------------------------------ Auditorium. Admission is free. 
Campus Glances 
WHO'S WHO 
Selection for candidates l'or 
FTU's nominations for Who's Who 
on Collt•i.w Campuses will begin 
March 2~l, anci last until April 2:1. 
FTU has l.lw opporLu n i Ly Lo 
nominate :~2 sLuden!~-;, but Lhis does 
not. ml'un I.ha t. many will be 
selt•c!.t>d Lo repn•spnt FTU. Winners 
will lw announct'ci May 1. 
Serving on the commit.tee Lo 
Sl'll'CL nominations art' Linda 
K1s!man, Villaf.!l' CPnt.Pr assist.ant 
program chairman, who also chairs 
LIH• st>lt•ction commiLteP; DPvo 
IfrllPr, FTU junior; Dr . Frank 
Salzmann, assist.;rnt professor or 
Ma tlwmatics Scil1 l1C'l'; Dr. Mary 
Jay 1w M c R l' y no 1 d s, a s's is tan(. 
professor, co·lll'J!t' or Education; Dr. · 
Arpad Szomoru, assistant professor, 
Collc~e or llumanit.ies and Fine 
Arts; Chris Schmidt, FTU Junim, 
and Jeny Wald,.FTU Senior. 
ATTENTION 
Men of draft age there 
alternatives to military service. 
For free draft counseling and 
information on the d;fferent 
classifications or immigration to · 
Canada and draft resistance 
contact: 
Orlando Peace Center 
836 Broadway 
(Corner of Marks & Broadway Across 
from Orlando Junior College behind 
the Friends meeting house) 
424-6232. 
Open Sundays 7 p.m. - 10 p.m. 
Surfboards with · Sails 
"Hang Ten on the Wind" 
Postgraduate Shop 




7448 Aloma Ave. 
Orlando, Fla. 
PHONE DAY 671-3455, NIGHT 671-2738 
, 
"' 
next Thursday from 8 to 9 pm. The 
topic for the rap session will be 
"Christian Kitsch ·. The Religious 
Trappings in Our Culture." 
Dr. Hotaling explained that 
"kitsch"is a term used to refer to a 
copied or watered-down version of 
an original work, as in art. 
However, "kitsch" may also be 
applied to religion, and it is this use 
of the term that wilJ be discussed at 
the rap session. All students are 
invited to attend. 
-o-
CHESS CLUB 
The Chess Club will have its final 
organizational meeting Monday at 8 
pm in LLRB 210. The constitution 











Regular meetings will begin next 
quarter. Chess sets wil1 be available 
for play after the Monday meeting. 
Anyone interested is invited to 
attend. 
CIRCLE K 
Circle K strikes at the issues. 
Circle K is going to be in charge of 
"Earth Day" activities that are 
going to be held on March 9. At 11 
am a combustion engine is going to 
be buried. Folk singers will be 
entertaining, and a teach-in on 
pollution will be conducted by Dr. 
Martin Wanielista. 
VC BOARD 
Petitioning for the fall quarter 
Village Center Board will b~gin 
March 1. Petitions may be obtained 
at the VC main desk. 
Uk' .ANDO'S NF.W~ST OIUVF.·IN TIIEATRE 
SUBURBAN 
DRIVE-IN THEAT-RE 
EAST 50 AT UNION PAFU< 
TELEPHONE : 273-0880 
© 1968 American International Pictures 
Also "THE YOUNG, THE EVIL & THE SAVAGE" 
STARTS WEDNESDAY FIRST ORLANDO SHOWING 
THE IRON BUTTER FL y IN "MUSICAL MUTINY" 
GRAND FUNK RAILROAD IN "WEEKEND REBELLION" 
THE BEATLES IN "LET IT BE" 
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UNLEASHED 
The Congress of Revolutionary Activist Pe~ple (CRAP) has offered · 
some of its super revolutionist speakers to the FTU. They didn't 
exactly offer, they said they'd blow up the recently repaired swimming 
pool if we didn't hire one of their speakers. The administration, figuring 
it would rather risk a violent speaker than another leaky pool, 
capitulated and ordered a speaker's list. 
CRAP speakers were available for various prices: 
COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARIES: $1,500 plus one guaranteed 
firebombing during speech, plus 4 7 unrepeatable profanities and a 
brand new obscene gesture which speaker will exhibit at the conclusion 
of the talk. 
RIOT PROVOKER: $1,000 cost includes selection of tested shouts 
used at Chicago and a band of unidentified groupies who will accept the 
blame for any destruction. 
KKKer: $500. A real bargain. Was $750 last year. Supplies own cross. 
Gasoline not included. 
BLACK PANTHER: $900. Will pick fight with Young Republican 
representative for $100 extra. 
JANE FONDU : $700. Very popular at all male schools. Bra not 
included . 
ECOLOGIST ACTIVIST: $700. Amost popular model. Will kiss a 
bald eagle and lead march on campus utility plant. Non-smoker, bu t 
drinks heavily. 
PEOPLE'S YIPPIE: $300 . Make you feel good with abjec t humility 
while decrying the capitalistic system, the administration and refined 
sugar . 
The administration, blaming the financial moritorium, chose the 
"Radical of the Month" special for $150 plus expenses. His name was 
Jack "The @*!!t*@" Righton . His friends called him @*!!t*@ . The 
&.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.._iiiolliiliiiiiiiioiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiio-...:.--..;..--~--------------------J administration ealled him Jacl..'.'. 
Righton arrived at McCoy Jetport aboard a 747 and stepped out of 
The new registration system will be implemented 
for Spring Qu·arter. This., diagram shows the physical 
setup for registration in the Library Building. 
• THJIIlE 
UNUSUAL KN!T SHIRTS ... By Thane. Mas-
culine and rugged for a distinctive appear-
ance ... Machine washable 100% Cotton . 
Thane knits the finest yarns obtainable for 
long lasting luxury and quality. Neat pin 
stripes of Blue & White or Gold & White. 
$1 i. 
: Preregistration 
(Cont~nued from Page 1) 
end of this quarter, he will still 
register according to his previous 
class status. That is, if he will be a 
junior at the end of this quarter, he 
will still register as .a sophomore. 
Students who have not been 
advised during the regular 
advisement period will preregister 
March 4, from 5 to 7 p~. 
DATES TO REMEMBER 
Mar. 1... Graduate and Senior 
Preregistration 
Mar. 2 ... Junior Preregistration 
Mar. 3 . .. Sophomore 
Preregistration 
Mar. 4 . .. Freshman 
Preregistration 
Mar. 5... Mailing of Official 
Class Schedules and Fees 
Mar. 8-19 . . . Payment oi 
Tuition, Fees 
Mar. 26.. . Registration · for 
New and Non-preregistered 
Students 





Authorized Volkswagen Duler 
6363 E. Colonial Drive 
5 Mil• West of f.T.U. 
. 277-7220 
Captured By The Bug 
'65 DELUXE BUlJ 
s995 
'69 OPEl SPORT COUPE 
s1795 
'70 KARMANN GHIA COUPE 
$2295 
'67 CHEVELLE MALIBU SS I 
s1495 
'70 DUNE BUG 
s1595 
'64 BUICK WILDCAT 
s995 
• • 1'· C ,.-~. ~ ,t I 
the first class section with his followers, which included his 90-year-old 
mother who immediately started hawking "Jack 'The @* ! !t*@'" 
Righton shirts and T-shirts to reporters; his agent who began passing 
out Jack's biography re-printed from the San Quinton Gazette, and 
Jack's wife, Fred. 
Reporters jumped on Jack about the hypocrisy of preaching natural 
life while being married to Fred. "What's unnatural about Fred?" Jack 
snorted. "It's his real name." 
"Right on, Righton," Fred cooed. 
Jack and his group were escorted to a waiting car, which Jack refused 
to enter, mumbling oaths about "capitalism's fire -breathing dragon." 
"If you don't have an ox-cart so I can see my people, we'll walk to 
the college, barefoot if necessary," Fred began to whimper. 
"But it's eight miles," said an FTU host . Fred's lower lip began 
quivering and his eyes were watering while Righton's mother pulled her 
folding rocking chair out from her suitcase and refused to budge. 
"We'll take the car, but be careful of the Samsonite, you pigs," 
snapped Jack. 
On the way to school, the Toad noticed Jack and his mother arguing 
over the take from her T-shirt sales. With some help from Fred, Jack 
succeeded in wrenching the coin changer from her. "You bum," said 
Mom, in her most motherly tone, "that was my hash money." 
"That's all right ma'm," said one of the FTU hosts, "We have supper 
waiting for you at school." 
"Get her," Fred snickered. 
The Toad asked Jack if he ·insisted on eating only natural foods. 
"Yeh, yeh," said Jack, adjusting his Afro wig, "only natural foods." 
"That's too bad, we only have sirloin," said the host. 
"I'll sprinkle some grass on it," said Jack. Mom broke into a cold 
sweat . 
"Do you think America is justified in supporting a thrust into Laos?" 
asked the Toad. Jack looked at the press agent, who was too busy 
stamping autographs on Jack's latest book to notice. 
"Who's Laos?" Fred asked attentively. 
"Look at all that damned pollution in the air," Jack yelled . "The 
world is being destroyed by the Fascist pig factories making armaments 
to slaughter the oppressed masses." 
Fred leaned over a~d whispered something to Jack. "For God's ·sake, 
Mom, put out the cigar," Righton yelled. 
"uh, what's your riew book about?" asked the Toad. 
"About $5 .98. Slightly higher in Cuba," Jack replied. 
"Has it been banned anywhere?" 
"Not yet, but we're working on it." 
"What about royalties?" 
"They'll be used to carry on the work of freeing the masses from the 
yoke of oppression," Jack said. "There should be some left after I pay 
off my American Express credit account." 
"Do you keep in contact with other revolutionaries?" 
"Constantly. In fact, Abbie and I played 18 holes at Palm Springs just 
last week, before we tried to shut down the DuPont Open." 
"Then perhaps you could tell us of some of Mr. Hoffman's future 
plans." 
"He's still trying to correct his slice. Keeps going far right. He's all 
uptight about it." 
The car passed Downey Park in Union Park . "Take me to the people's 
-park," Jack screamed. "I want to sleep with the masses ." 
As the car slowed down, "No one sleeps there," said the Toad . 
"There's no water, power ... " 
"Then take me to the people's Ramada Inn! Twin doubles - Mom. 
snores." 
Jack fumed when he found there was no color television in his room 
but after a couple of double scotches and a steak, he calmed down and 
dressed for the evening's speech. He looked stunning in his coveralls. 
Mom had hand-torn the pockets and Fred hand-rubbed in the dirt . 
"I'll keep a bra burning in the window for you son," Mom cried as 
Jack left for the speech. · 
"You'll be able to really meet the students face-to-face," said the 
Toad as the university came into view. "The speech is in the Village 
Center circle." 
"That inspires a people's poem," said Jack . "I may include it in my 
next book of poems, 'Love is a Live Grenade.' Let's see, 'Take me to 
the village green, where the world I shall envision. Talking to all my 
people on closed circuit television." 
"No closed circuit television, Jack. You'll be right out there with the 
people," said the Toad. 
"How revolting!" Jack gagged, jumping out of the car. 
"Wait! What will I tell them at the university?" 
"I don't care. Make Love Not War. Or Keep the Faith Baby. Just 
don't keep the check. Send it to the People's Eden Rock in Maimi 
Beach. 3927765. 
"Is that your telephone number?" 
"No, my Swiss bank account. " 
The university gladly paid for Righton's non-appe.arance and are now 
negotiating on the non-appearance of many other radicals. 
Unfortunately, the conservative elements are_ arguing for equal lack of 
time. Everyone thought it was a great idea - they didn't know that 
that's how this column has been .rui;i s,iQce its humple,. t;>eginn\ng in a 
secortda-i; sewer in the Okefenokee swamp. 
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· Physics Dept. 
Will Host 
Summer Inst. 
The physics department of FTU 
will conduct a summer institute in 
"Project Physics" for junior and . 
senior high school teachers of 
physics and physical science. The 
~].l;".". ..... ~mt Institute will meet for eight weeks . 
from June 21 to August 13. It is 
supported and financed through a 
grant from the National Science 
Foundation. 
Project Physics is a second 
generation high school physics 
course which presents physics in a 
broad cultural context and 
includes, in addition to substantial 
~ai4• physics, some history, philosophy, 
and sociology of science. These 
dsiciplines as well as astronomy are 
woven_ int.o _ the fabric of the 
course. "Project Physics" has been 
under development at Harvard 
University during the past six years. 
Studying on tne gn~i::u vu1.:)1ui:: Lne li\J.tS this week 
was forced on students by a bomb threat that was 
called in. Security checked bathrooms in the building 
while students grumbled about lost class time, and 
then the building was re-opened. 
'l' he purpose of the summer 
institute is to provide junior high 
"and secondary school physical 
science and physics teachers with a 
background in astronomy, history 
God, You're Impractical 
By Grace Kehrer 
Oh dear God, why have you made people so uncooperative? Why do 
they continue to disregard the sane , sensible rules and regulations issued 
to guarantee a painless orderly sanitary existence? I mean, here I sit at 
the controls before the master panel, all the cubicles are displayed on 
the Video screen. I can see everything. I see the disorder. I too, God, 
have a vision. 
In my vision there are straight rows of clean, built:...to-specifications 
cells from which - on command - the mechanical· android life-lik~ 
dolls will emerge. Of course, after first attending t9 those primitive 
functions I was unable to eliminate from the final 1 prototype. Well,· 
anyway , then they would emerge: in line, on time, quietly,'· 
well-prepared, and advance to the assembly hall. They would begin on 
time, deliver their kernel of truth and return promptly to their cell to 
await the next call. 
, Oh God, my people would fill out forms punctually, properly, and 
pleasantly. They would not argue, disagree, digress or wander. They 
would know all those necessary serial numbers and code words assigned 
to them to establish their identity. They would not be forgetful, 
disloyal, irreverent or - in a word - imperfect. 
They would never Lie, cheat, steal nor would they love or create. 
They would never deviate from the norm. In my vision the world 
becomes an ordered place . Oh God, why have you made such a mess of 
things; Will you not give way and let a more practical administrator 
take over? 
A Peak for 
FTU Growth 
"Going and Growing with FTU" 
is the slogan being used at the FTU 
exhibit this year. But just how 
much will FTU grow before our 
limit is reached? Officials of both 
th is university and the state 
university system have become 
almost notorious for dropping 
"expected enrollment figures" for 
1975 or 1980; usually none are the 
same, or even close. 
When it came time for President 
Millican to start speaking in te rms 
of dollars to the legislative 
committee with the most authority , 
his facts and figures became m01·e 
conservative and exact. 
According to President Millican's 
presentation, FTU as we know it 
now is the first o[ five villages; each 
village will have its own Village 
Center, dormitories, and general 
academic area. 
Each village will also be designed 
to serve approximately three 
thousand students, the dormitories 
o f each sect i o n w i 11 ho use 
1,200-1,500 students, for a total or' 
6,000-7 ,500 residents. 
This total enrollment of 15,000 
seems far short of previous 
estimates of 20,000-25,000.' 
However, President Millican 
mentioned that plans may soon be 
made limiting all Florida State 
universities to 15,000 except FSU 
and the University of Florida which 




Last year, it cost a resident 
student approximately $1,900 a 
year at FTU , $1,500 for a 
non-resident student. Now, the 
costs have increased to $2,100 and 
$1,800 respectively. The costs may 
be high, but administrators say they 
are still lower at Tech than at some 
other schools in the system. 
-o-
KRENN EXHIBIT 
Assistant Professor Hans Krenn 
instructor of painting, printmaking: 
and drawing in the FTU art 
department, is presently showing a 
one-man exhibilion of oils, water 
colors , and prints at the Gloria 
Luria Gallery in Miami. The gallery 
is located at 980 SW First Street 
and the exhibition con tinue~ 
through March 8 . 
NEW NEW NEW 
FHA 235 H.OMES 
IN BEAUTIFUL 
IVANHOE ESTATES 
If you make from $75 to $180 per 
week you may qualify for one of 
these beautiful homes. Ivanhoe 
Estates is the newest, largest 
development under the program in 
the area. We have all underground 
utilities with sidewalks, street lights 
and extra large wooded lots. These 
homes are custom built for you with 
multicolor shingle roofs, stone or 
br1ck fronts. Inside we have paneled 
walls, a G.E. refrigerator, stove and 
hood, mica covered cabinets, full 
ceramic bath and central heat ducted 
for air . These homes are limited so 
please don't wait. Call 671-4914 or 
drive on out. We are located just 
7-10th of 1 mi. N. of Hwy. E. 50 on 
Hwy, 15-A north sometimes called 
Goldenrod. 
Brokers invited by Builder. 








I ].11 FIRST NATIONAL BANK · MAITLAND · offering 








TO LAKE 'CLAIRE 
The road to Lake Claire is ready 
for traffic , J.C. Hicks, 
superintendent of grounds 
announced this week. The parking 
lot near Lake Claire has also been 
completed. 
Hicks warns , however, that 
students driving to Lake Claire 
should be careful not to drive on 
the shoulders since they are 
extremely soft. 
of natural philosophy, 
mathematics, and physics as 
required by the "Project Physics" 
and to familiarize them with the 
content, philosophy, methods, and 
materials of the course. 
The formal study will be 
supplemented by small group 
discussions and laboratory 
experiences peculiar to "Project 
Physics." The entire program of 
study is designed to bring 
participants to a level consistent 
with presentation of the substantive 
material and special point of view 
of "Project Physics ." 
Applications for the institute 
must be postmarked no later than 
Monday for assured consideration. 
Applications postmarked later than 
this date will be considered at the 
D i r e c tor ' s d i s c re ti o ·n . 
Non-returnable official transcripts 
may be required from those invited 
to p~ticipate . 
CAMPUS GLANCES 
NEW DEAN 
Look for a move to have students 
on a committee to select a new 
Dean of Men. 
~CD_¥ig 
fll!:,r COMPONENTS· SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
(305) 
647· 4962 
~ RECEIVERS - TAPE DECKS 
,-rutcbtp §ubto Jnc. 
339 PARK AVENUE SOUTH 
Every Wed. Nite 
Fami.ly Nite 
BIG SHEF 
Coke & French Fries 
65c 
84c Value 
WINTER PARK. FLORIDA 32789 
People on the go 
1t Florid• Tech 
go BURGER CHEF 
HWY. 17-92 
at Casselberry, Fla. 
(across from Seminole Plaza) 
What's our secret? It's open 
flame cooking. Each of our 
100% pure beef hamburgers is 
cooked over open flames, 
sealing in all their natural beef 
goodness. Treat the family to-
night to cook-out hamburgers. 
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(MlialitL.IV 
DICTATING MACHINE 
Portable recorder weighs only 13 oz. 
and records .up to 44 minutes of 
notes aQd dictation. Operates on 
three penlite batteries. Fingertip 
control for recording , rewind and 
playback. Lock prevents accidental 





This office transcriber .operates 
from the same re-usable snap-in 
cartridge as the Versatile Ill. The 
Versatile V is no bigger than a desk 
diary, weighs only 4114 pounds and 
plugs into any 110 volt 60 cycle 
socket. A built-in speaker provides 
for conference play-back. 
Only 
s139so 
Automate your dictation 
with the new, streamlined 
The proven dictating system. 
Over 700,000 in use in the 
U.S.A. and Canada. Easy to 
use. Up to 45 minutes of 
dictation on a single tape. 
Double-duty push button 
transistorized 
dictating/transcribing machine 
that requires very little desk 
space and can easily fit in a 
desk dr.awer. 
$27950 
.. " ..... george stuart 
Phone: 241-3431 
133 EAST ROBINSON 
DOWNTOWN ORLANDO 
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-Tech Grapplers Are Collegiate 
Decision Is Based Wrestlers 
~ On Big Crowd Turnout Competing 
. By Mike Crites In Dade Meet 
Dr. Frank Rohter, Chairman of the Department of Physical Education . 
at FTU, disclosed Tuesday that the wrestling team will acquire 
intercollegiate status in 1972, thus becoming FTU's third intercollegiate 
sport. 
The administration asked Dr. Rohter to suggest one club sport to be 
elevated to intercollegiate level. He ______________ _ 
made his decision because the 
wre~tling club offers a "rally-point" 
for students, and the facilities are 
available on campus. 
Dr. Rohter said that the decision 
"does not reflect . on the 
comparative success of the other 
extracurricular sports." The 
following that the wrestling club· 
has achieved among students was a 
primary reason for the selection. 
The other s·ports will be given equal 
consideration the future. The 
budget allows only one additional 
intercollegiate sport for 1972. 
A request has -been placed with 
Dr. Rohter for a regulation soccer 
field on campus. There is no facility 
on campus for weightlifting and 
golf. FTU does not have a baseball 
diamond . Wrestling matches will 
take place in the Multi-Purpose 
Room. Possible clubs in the future 
include scuba -diving, crew, 
water-skiing, track, swimming, and 
fencing. 
Anyone giving a service to the 
University in intercollegiate sports, 
and who is in need financially will 
be eligible for a service award, 
according to Dr. Rohter. Since 
FTU's enrollment will be 6,500 in 
1972, Dr Rohter wants the service 
award program to "at least reflect, 
in some way, our enrollment." 
He would like to see " a 
representative schedule comparable 
to our size, to provide excitement 
and ~ rallying point for students." 
The service awards would make it 
possible for FTU to compete with 
schools of comparable size. Dr. 
• Rohter does not want the program 
of monetary grants to "get 
out-of-hand with the isolation of 
the athletic program," thus losing 
the respect of the students. 
He explained that the university 
will be highly selective in choosing 
high caliber young men who will 
become involved with the activities 
of the university. "We do not want 
the prima donna, the hot-shot, or 
the all-American egotist." 
"We are looking for the young 
man who will appreciate an 
athletic-academic experience equal 
to the level of activity of a 
university in its fourth year of 
operation,:" Dr. Rohter said. 
Knights Win 
Last Game,89-67 
Coach '' Torchy" Clark was 
disappoiri ted with the performance 
of his Knights - Saturday night as 
they closed out the season with an 
89-67 conquest of Palm Beach 
. Atlantic University · at the Oveido 
High School Gym. The effort was 
poor, but it was enough to defeat 
the Sailfish and finish the first 
intercollegiate season with a 17-9 
record . 
The contest see-sawed 
throughout the first half with FTU 
holding a slim 15-13 margin with 
12 :40 remaining in the half. Palm 
Beach Atlantic took a 23-18 lead 
NO DRIBBLE-DRABBLING HERE - The action was fast and 
furious as the Women's intramural basketball season officially opened 
Monday. At this seasonal opener, the Immorals beat Tyes in a hard 
fought game, 31-18 . 
Immortals Break lyes 
In 31 18 Opening Victory 
By Duncan Marks that was erased by a six-point 
streak by FTU's Mike Clark. The 
Knights took a 39-29 lead into the The two stars from the Women's Powderpuff Football League, the 
dressing room at the half. Immortals, the independent team who took the championship, and the 
FTU outscored the Sailfish 50-38 Tyes, the top ranked sorority who lost to them in yardage playoffs, met 
in the remainder of the game on the on the basketball court in the opening game of the IM season Monday. 
strength of Clark's 20 second-half The Immortals won, 31-18. 
points. He led the Knights in Before the game, Immortal coach 
scoring with a total of 34 points. Chris Wilson, a Lambda Chi Alpha 
Eddie Smith backed Clark by. brother, said that "neither team 
tossing in 19 points. Don Mathis 
and Mike Lalone worked under the 
boards and scored 11 points each. 
Rick Fignar led the visiting 
Atlantic team with 24 points, 
followed by Lucke, who registered 
22. 
was in shape and the game could go 
either way.'' Wilson added that the 
next game would be the "real 
game." He is backed up by assistant 
coach Lewis Jones, a LXA pledge. 
The Immortal's answer to FTU's 
Mike Clark is Pam Burke, a former 
Winter Parker who attended the 
College of Orlando. She led her 
team to victory from the initial 
tip-off. 
Burke grabbed the pass from 
teammate Karen Matthews, who, it 
seems, is a Tyes pledge, and raced 
down court to sink an easy layup. 
Burke was the star of the game, 
managing 17 points, mostly inside 
layups. 
Burke, who is reportedly the 
state's top woman volleybally 
player, dazzled the spectators on 
the sidelines as well as on the court 
with her dribbling and bftll-handling 
techniques. Oribbling behind her 
back, changing hands and in 
general, just keeping the Tyes off 
guard, Burke pushed the scoring 
margin wider. 
The Immortals led, 2-4, with six 
and a half minutes lef t_in the half. 
Tyes coach Scgtt D'Amato, also a 
Lambda Chi Alpha Brother, urged 
his girls on, stressing fundamentals 
throughout the game. The 
combination of Burke and 
Matthews, though, steadily upped 
the score until it was out of reach 
of the Tyes. Matthews managed 12 
points for the afternoon's effort. 
At halftime, the Immortals were 
way ~head, 23-10. · 
Diane Prevatt, one of the Tyes 
stronger scorers, took a fall late in 
second half but managed to 
continue. The Tyes put on a scoring 
1rush, led by sister Nicki Jackson as 
,the second half drew to a close. Led 
by Jackson and her sister Daryl 
Jackson, the Tyes managed eight 
points in a row. 
SOCCER CLINIC HELD - Members of the various 
Men 's Intramural Soccer Team attended a soccer 
clinic held last Tuesday afternoon by the FTU Soccer 
Team. In the above picture, soccer team members 
instruct inexperienced IM team members in the art of 
ball steering. The soccer schedule for future games 
have been squeezed into two weeks so that it will not· 
· interfere with the upcoming exam schedule. Six 
games will be played daily with two at 3:50 pm, two 
at 4:45 pm, and two at 5:40 pm. (Photo by Jon 
Find ell) 
The Tyes upped their score to 16 
points, but the Immortals were way 
ahead with 29 . The final score was 
Immortals 31, Tyes, 18. 
Daryl Jackson wound up with 
·eight points, the high scorer for the 
Tyes. 
FTU's grapplers are in Miami 
today . in the state wrestling 
championships. Leaving the campus 
at noon Thursday, FTU is 
represented as a team by ten 
students. 
Favored in the tournament held 
at Miami Dade North Junior 
College is the University of Florida, 
who took two teams to Miami to 
compete. Broward Junior College is 
another top contender and the 
host, M-DNJC, is "the four-time 
state defending champion. There 
will be over 200 wrestlers entered 
from the 18-odd teams. 
"We should have one or two boys 
place in the state competition," 
ventured wrestling coach Gerry 
Gergley. "If the seedings are right, 
everything goes well. 1' FTU stands 
3-4 for the season . 
From FTU, favored to place, are 
150-pounder Fred Maust, who has a 
4-1-1 personal season record. Tom 
Denton, 126 class is now 4-2-1; 
John Rouse, heavyweight, is 5-2; 
one of the "most improved" 
wrestlers on the team is Jim 
Weaver, who stands 3-4 for his 
season's effort. Rick Norton at 118 
is 3-2 and Scott Campbell is 2-5 in 
the 142 class. Getting "better with 
more seasoning" is Don Biggers, 





Tandy Pl~ces 2nd 
In Sports Race 
Dr. Richard Tandy of the FTU 
-biology department placed second 
in class E racing at the Martin 
Sports Car -Club Gymkhana last 
Sunday. Tandy was driving a 1963 
MGB. 
Two FTU students, Dean Leed 
and Steve Heitzner, also raced in 
the gymkhana. Leed, driving a 1965 
MGB-GT, placed third in class E. 
Heitzner placed second in class F , 
driving a 1970 Fiat. 
Anyone interested is invited to 
attend all Martin even ts. There is no 
admission charge for spectators, 
and any type of car may enter a 
race. 
A fun-k hana will be held Sunday, 
March 14, at the Martin Company, 
parking lot 10. Registration will . 
begin at 10:30 am and the race will 
be put on for the MG Classic Car 
Club of America . Anyone 
in Lerested in seeing completely 
restored classic MGs f'rom all over 
Lhe United Stales is invited to 
aLLend . 
Side note: After Dr. Tandy 
Fu-TU re 
Dr. Richard Tandy speeds around Martin Co. track in his MG roadster 
during last w.eekend's gymkhana rally. Dr. Tandy placed second, which 
made up in part for an accident he had later with his motorcycle which 
resulted in the loss of the first joint of Dr. Tandy's right index finger. 
Results 
Men's Intramural 
Basketball (Championship Game) 
Roadrunners 48, TKE 44. 
Women's Intramural 
Basketball 
Immortals 31, Tyes 18 
Tri-K 15, Fideles 10. 
February 26, 1971 
WEEKLY INTRAMURAL 
INDEX 
By Larry Mccorkle 
Those amazing Roadrunners recorded their second championship of 
this year as they outlasted TKE 48-44 in the Men's Intramural 
Basketball Championships held last Thursday at Winter Park High 
School. 
·The Roadrunners added more valuable points to their already 
league-leading points in the race for the Men's Intramural overall points 
championship. The Roadrunners previously placed first in cross 
country, second in volleyball, and fourth in football. 
Despite the Roadrunner's impressive credentials, TKE did not roll 
over and play dead, as indicated by the halftime score of 21 all. Dave 
Nankivil's outside shooting sparked the Roadrunners to an eight-point 
lead midway through the second half . . With approximately six minutes 
left in the game, Nankivil was forced to leave the game with a broken 
ankle, leaving the Roadrunners with only five players available for 
action. TKE pressed the remainder of the game, but could noly narrow 
the margin to four points by the end of the game. 
TKE played its usually tough game, and performed a formidable task 
in limiting 6-6 Steve Turner to only four field goals. Steve Barry led 






























































48 had an accident while repairing his 
motorcycle. He cut off his index 
finger ai the first joint. 
He was released from Orange ~•-'A~~;a.. t 
Team Fouls - TKE 12; Road run 10 
Officials - Dick Wellon; Jim Boston. 
Memorial HospiLal Tuesday. 
ftUre 
g .-.o ·-rs 
NEWS 
FlyersRip Knights 
In 104-97 ·upset 
· McCoy Air Force Bas<' de l"ealed 
FTU for Lhc s<'cond Lime> Lhis 
st•ason, joininJ! SouLhwesLi:>rn 
G<•orgia University as Lhe only 
s1'11ools Lh;il Lht:> Knights losL lo in 
holh c•ncounLt> rs. ALL<•mpLing Lo 
n•cov<'l" from a I 0'1 -!)7 hum<> -cou'rL 
loss Lo McCoy <'arli<'r in °Lh<' sPason, 
FTU was cl<•f"Pa t.<'d on McCoy's 
('OUl"L in Orlando by a scor<> or 
112-!>:L 
FTU gainl'd a slim advanLagP over 
McCov in t.ht• first. half as Lhey had 
d~mt' in t.lw first gaml' . McCoy .came 
back from a -1!l -·16 ddicil C'arli<>r in 
Lilt' St'ason , and Camt' back rrom 
:) 1-!)U last. Friday night. 
McCoy again had all five sLarlers 
in doubl<' rigures. Their aLLack was 
spt•arh<'a<i<'d b:# rormt-r University 
or Florida sLar JPrry Shirley, who 
1.alliNI 2H points. Don Simpson 
droppt•rl in 26 poinls. Guard Tom 
Coppt•r hiL I.he baskc•t. ror 21 points. 
l ;<'lll.<'r Andy Sapp and Mike 
Jt•nkins had 1 Cl points apiece•. 
MilH' Clark ptc>rf"orm<'d brilliantly 
in a losing caus(', chalking up a 
ganw-high :rn points. Don MaLhis 
w 1>r kt>d undt>r t lw boards and 
t·ontribut<'d 20 points . Jim 
Flanagan scored 16, and Mike 
Lalont' had I 0 . 
Tht• dl'l't>at. lowert>d Llw FTU 
record to 16-9. 
.~qua-Knights Plan 
Blue Springs Dive 
FTU's answ t' r l.o Lloyd Bridgeq. , 
tlw /\qua - Kni~hls, will hold its first 
diw 1wxt Sunday al Blm• Springs 
1war Oran~(' Cit y . Tlw dive is open 
t.o all Cl'rLifi t>'d diVl'rs , as wt>ll as club . 
nwmlH•rs. 
' M<>Pt ing placP for this divt' will b t:> 
ht' ld al t lw Lil' GP1wral SLorc• on 
17-!l2 in Orang<' City . All divl'rs 
intt>rt>sl<'d in at lending are asked Lo 
mP<'I the re prompLly al 1 I am 
Sunday morning. For rurther 
inl"ormalion contact. Glenn 
Fordham nL 27 ; ~ - 17 6-l or Gary 
Rottin~haus al : ~2:~ · 270 - 1. 
Jim Hollis , ownN or Edgewood 
Sport.s Ct>nt er, will lecture on the 
Lechniqu t• s ot' undt>rwaler 
photography and spt:>ar fishing in 
the British Honduras nexL 
Thursdav. A 2S-minutc color film 
will ac~ompany Hollis' Lalk Lhal 
will be held 11 am in room 239 in 
·H1e ·Lib1~TBµildjng.. ·-· " ·• 
GAMES NEXT WEEK 
Women's Basketball 
Monday - 3:50 - 4:50 Earl's 
Bombers vs Tyes; Tuesday - 3 :50 
Tri-K vs Immortals; 4 :50 Fideles vs 
.Earls Bombers; Wednesday - 3 :50 
Earl's Bombers vs Tri-K; 4 :50 
Immortals vs Tyes; Thursday -
3:50 Immortals vs Fideles; 4:50 
Tyes vs Tri-K. 
Other Intramural 
Activities 
TENNIS - The Intramural Office 
has announced that a team tennis 
tournament will be held starting 
Monday, March 8 . The Intramural 
Office emphasizes that this is a 
team event only, but that 
individuals can organize and enter 
the tournament. Four men will 
compete for the team in two singles 
and one doubles matches. The 
maximum number· per roster is 
eight. 
The FTU Goldsox baseball club will have an co-coaches caps were Dr. Frank Rohter and Dr. 
abundance of chiefs this year. With club CharlesMillicanandDeanCalvinMiller. 
The deadline entry is Monday at 
4 pm. There will be a meeting for 
the drawings and an explanation of 
the rules and for the draws on 
Tuesday at 11 am in PE 203. 
representative Allen Tuttlee to receive their official (Photo by Steve Heitzner). 





























Florida Bible College 




U .. Of South Florida 
Lyndon State College (Vt.) 
Atlanta Baptist College 
Atlanta Baptist College* 
Bethune-Cookman College 
Bethune-Cookman College 
, Fla. Southern College "B" 
Brevard C. C. 
St. Petersburg J.C.* 
Fla. Southern College "B" 
Stetson University "B" 
St. Petersburg J. C. 
Brevard C. C. 
Florida Bible College 
Santa Fe J. C. * 
Santa Fe J. C. * 
Fla. Ipst. of Technology* 
U. of South Florida 
Kansas City Royals Academy 
Kansas City .Royals Academy* 




























*Double Header Games 
GRAND OPENING 
.- THE STEREO CENTER -
MAST~R ELECTRONICS OF FLORIDA 
671-4949 
Selected components, speaker systems, 
receivers, tape recorders, -
compacts and consoles. 
SEMORAN VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER 
Just North of Florida Tech Blvd. at Hwy. 436 and Aloma 




































KS VS LXA 
PAE VS TEP 
ATO VS TKE 
Marjing Maine vs 
God's Children 
4 :45 Roadrunners vs GDI 
5:40 23 vs Faculty-Staff 
Wednesday 
3 :50 23 VS GDI 
Field 2 
23 vs Marjing Maine 
Roadrunners vs. Fac.-Staff 
GDI vs God's Children 
PAE VS KS 
ATO vs TEP 
TKE vs LXA 
4 :45 Roadrunners vs Bombers 
PAE vs TKE 
ATO VS. ssx 






23 vs Bombers 
Roadrunners vs. 
Marjing Maine 
Faculty-Staff vs GDI 
PAE vs SSX 
ATO VS KS 
TEP VS TKE 
THE LONG, LEAN LOOK 
Make it longer, leaner, 
livelier say the fashion 
sages and h.i.s produced 
the shirt of the year, 
styled with verve and 
available in a galaxy of 
colors, stripes and patterns. 
Look! Soon! 
WINTER PARK MALL 
OUT FRONT ., ... 
February 26, 1971 FuTUre 
Lilce Plato? Logic? Try These Courses 
SEARCH ON 
The search is on for a Dean of 
Men to replace Dr. William Proctor 
who was recently made Assistant to 
the Vice President of Student 
Affairs. 
Listed under philosophy are three 
courses to meet various needs. PHI 
305, Intermediate Logic, is taught 
by Dr. John Riser, and is open to 
students who have had either PID 
105 or 205. 
PHI 341, Aesthetics, taught by 
f uTUre· CLASSIFIEDS 
To order classifieds, use the form below. Fill in the boxes 
allowing 1 box for each letter, space and punctuation mark. 
Count 2 boxes for capital letters. Don't use hyphens at the end 
of a line (which contains 35 characters). Use additional forms 
if more than 6 lines are required. Minimum charge is $1.50 for 
6 lines. For additional lin~ add $.25. Mu.ltiply the total by the 
number of weeks the ad is to be run. Mail the ad, with check 
or money order to: FuTUre Classifieds, FuTUre, Florida 
Technological University, P.O. Box 25,000, Orlando, Fla. 
32816. Payments made by cash are at the .sender's risk. 
Amt. Pd. ___ _ 
Rec. no. 
DEADLINE 3 :00 Wednesday 
DO NOT ORDER BY PHONE do not write in this box 
n ,.... 
Dr. Stephen Levensohn, is a course 
that should prove popular, 
especially to students in art, music, 
theatre, and literature. It concerns 
the canons by which judgments 
about beauty are made. 
Students who may be seeking an 
interesting elective course for the 
l
spring quarter might wish to 
consider HUM 31 7, India, or HUM 
371, Contemporary Culture. 
The course on the religions and 
culture of India will be taught by 
Dr. Husain Kassim, a native of 
Pakistan, who was born in India. 
Among the popular subjects treated 
in the course will be Hindu and 
.Buddhist mysticism, Indian myth 
and art, and the Hindu view of life. 
The course in Contemporary 
Culture will be taught by Dr. 
Edward Hotaling. It will include the 
study of a modern play by Edward 
Albee, Cox's "The Secular City," 
writings by Frank Lloyd Wright, 
contemporary music, and the visual 







PHI 496, Special Topics, taught 
by Dr. Kassim, will be devoted 
entirely to the life and works of 
Plato. This course should be of 
special interest to students who 
have had an introduction ' to 
philosophy or who have taken basic 
humanities courses. 
Ethel Walton as Columbine was featured in one ot the eigm, onl!·act 







Attention ALL MALE STUDENTS: 
There are some girls on campus that 
want dates. Please remedy this 
situation immediately. Ugliness, 
personality, and character are in! 
THANK YOU! 
&ERV ICE• 
i ~ '1 Kff~.M=x:c;:::: 
Don't waste your studying time to do 
typing. Phone 671-6279 for 
experienced typist of term papers, 
reports, theses, and dissertations. 
Reasonable. Will pick up and deliver 
to campus. 
Fu TU re 
C Jassifieds 
are 99 & 45/100% Effective. 
They are more effective than 
Ivory soap, but not as pure. Use 
FuTUre Classifieds today, they 
~ · .• Jlls.o. fJoat. ~ ______ . 
Kl 0 i 
~ ~ ~ 
=::. ' ~ g ~ ::::i 
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7 77 no no no P 70 O'" "Mille' 6 u . 
COEDS: Part time work. Three 
evenings and one-half day Saturday. 
$35.00 plus <;ommission. Call 
425·6851. 
20% OFF· 
Special Discount to FTU faculty and students, this 
week only. Explore the world of fine photography 
through books covering all aspects of the 
photographic arts, from the very basics to the most 
technical. The finest selection in Central Florida. 
VIDEO SONICS 
CAMERAS AND PHOTO SUPPLIES 
645-0882 
"8" TRACK - CASSETTES - AUTO TAPE DECKS 




For those who really want to do 
something about pollution and the 
environment, the Environmental 
Information Center gives them a 
chance. 
The Center is a division of the 
Florida Conservation Foundation, 
Inc., which is, in .turn, a part of a 
nationally scaled project to protect 
the ecology . 
The Center is looking for people 
willing to work for the 
environment. Initial work will 
consist mainly in categorizing 
(clipping and mounting 
information, filing and 
photo-copying) all of the 
information now available on the 
·destruction of the environment. 
Later work will include covering 
meetings on environmental matters, 
research on specific issues, writing 
and litigation. 
I The Center would like to hear 
I from interested and dedicated 
. persons as soon as possible, and 
: arrange working schedules. Those 
!wanting to help may phone 
'644-5377 for more information. 
Patched-up Pool 
Awai.ts Approval 
The total cost of repairs on 
FTU's swimming pool was $a,835. 
This amount was substantially 
under the $7 ,045 price which 
Physical Plant Director 'Fred 
Clayton had estimated prior to the 
repair operation. 
The process involved the cement 
grouting to support the weak place 
under the deep well of the pool. 
The surface of the pool, cracked in 
some spots was repaired. 
"We are) now awaiting the State 
and County Board of Health 
approval to open the pool," 
explained Clayton. He said that this 
procedure is routine and he is 
Between Steak & Shake and McDonald's expecting to receive the approval 
on 17-92 in Winter Park 
~=========~~~~~~~~===========~~w~_"Iwant~ p~iliepo~in ~ use, but I can't until it is 
.:;:?.««"=*:?:~;;~:=======::::::::::~::::: S<ott's Swi~ & Scuba School, Inc. apt~~;;i{s~~~b°a~ ~~~~~-pumping 
For Sale. 1962 Falcon 4 Dr. 
Good condition. $300.00 Cash. 
Call after 5 P.M. 422-0921. 
165 MGB 
851-8314 
Austin American 1969, White, 
automatic. Driven 1 year, 14,000 
miles, inspected January 1971. 
$1500. Price, 2212 or 843-1475. 
FOR SA.LE 
·cooooo;·~rnwa·~ 
Three bedroom, two bath. Heat and 
air 100x300 fenced. Carpeted 
Beasley Road between Oviedo and 
~TU. $17,500. Own water. 365-39~i . 






FREE** SCUBA COURSE WITH PURCHASE OF A COMPLETE 
DIVING OUTFIT. 
FREE** ONE SCUBA COURSE EVERY MONTH. JUST STOP 
BY AND SIGN UP. 
Three (3t NAUI instructors on our staff. 
STUDENTS DISCOUNTS 
3465 Edgewa~er Dr., Orlando 
J 
and filtering mechanisms were in 
fine working order and that the 
pool will be usable as soon as the 
paper work is returned from the 
State Board of Health. 
Dr. Frank Rohter, chairman of 
Physical Education, explained at 
the beginning of the '7 0~71 sh cool 
year that the major use of the pool 
will be recreational for all students, 
faculty, and staff. Physical 
Education classes will use the pool 
at certain specified times. He 
explained that a swimming team 
does not exist now, but that the 
pool can serve as a facility for 
intercollegiate competition. 
Intramural swimming competition 
for men and women will feature the 
sport of water polo. The pool will 
·be open as maoy . ho~J'$ ,as .P~ible 
. , ... 
•'t ···,•'• ' 
Page 12 
Bill 3-51, which has come up to a 
lot of controversy lately, has · been 
vetoed by Jim Stringer. Student 
Body President. Stringer stated, "I 
feel that the bill as a whole is good, 
but the part about the Governors 
and Class Presidents should not be 
under the Jurisdiction of the 
Senate~"Mary ·Lou Rajchel, Junior 
Senator Education and Budget 
Committee chairmen, said that they 
had talked with Stringer and had 
agreed to take out the budget of 
surveys and nothing else. 
I agree with the decision that 
Stringer made about appropriating 
funds to the Presidents and 
Governors, for this would put 
the money of these elected officials 
in the hands of the Senate. But I do 
feel thai Stringer could have 
men iioned this to the budget 
commiUee when they asked him; 
this would have avoided the rest of 
the bill being vcL0Gd. 
Tu it ion Ju mp? 
(Continued from Page I~ 
a faculty member is refused renewal 
of his contract. 
Conway said that, in his own 
estimate, approximately one third 
of the Staie Legislature would vote 
to abolish tenure if the vote were 
taken immediately. He went on to 
say that he fett that these strong 
t' eiings against tenure were often 
d u e to i g n or a n c e o f i ts 
\..(•rnposit.ion. 
Graduates 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Two organizations requested 
funds from SG . These bills were not 
introduced by the budget 
committee. The committee have 
said that they will appropriate no 
more money to any organization 
until they can get the guidelines 
completed. 
I think that this is a good idea. 
Some organizations have already 
been denied funds because of the 
new philosophy of the budget 
committee, and it would be unfair 
if these clubs were given money 
while others have nqt. 
A new constitutional amendment 
that would give the newly elected 
officials a little time to learn the 
ropes of Student Government was 
introduced by Bill Lawson, Senior 
Senator Education. A new Senator 
was approved by the Senate last 
week. Jim Fortune is now the 
Junior Senator General Studies. 
to preclude unwarranted 
conclusions. The possible 
distortions due to · sample size are 
apparent in such areas as 
Engineering where the number of 
graduates has been very small. 
''In other colleges, where a 
relatively high unemployment 
percentage has been noted, the 
percentage enrolled in graduate 






FTU has a yellow telephone at 
the 1971 Central Florida Fair. 
A courtesy of Southern Bell 
Telephone Company, the telephone 
is a "hot line" direct to a specially 
manned desk in the Village Center 
to provide quick answers to visitor 
questions about FTU. 
In addition to the telphone hot 
line, there are a series of panels, 
two screens and slide projectors 
illustrating campus life at FTU, as 
well as copies of student 
publications. There is also a special 
program of taped campus radio 
WFTU interviews on student life, 
done by communication class 
students. 
The fair was opened Feb. 22 by 
Gov. Reub in Askew and the 
reigning Miss Florida, Lisa Louise 
Donovan. The fair begins at noon 
and closes at 10 pm each day 
except Smaay until March 6. 
Sutdents who can take credit fqr 
the exhibit are Chris Schwartz, Jack 
Rabon, Barbara Barry and Anne 
Edrington. 
Advisors are Richard Cornell, 
Director of Instructional Media; 
Wanda Russell, Village Center 
Di rector of programs; Dorothy 
Kannon, Instructional Media artist; 
Linda Eastman, assistant program 
director of VC; and Bill Warden, 
FTU Director of Public 
Information. 
Kersten Selected 
·Engineer Of Year' 
MOVIES CANCELED Dr. Robert .D. Kersten, dean of 
February 26, 1971 
FuTUr6's Friday Girl 
The commuter special movies FTU's College of Enginnering, has 
"Lion in Winte r " and " Love of been named "Engineer of the · 
Isadora" scheduled during the day Year," by the Central Florida 
March ti and 1 I have been cancelled Chapter of the Florida Engineering 
---------------be c a use of poor a Ltendance . Society (FES). Kersten was chosen 
However, r gular weekend showings for the honor in recognition of his 
of thf' movies will continue. "Lion contributions to the profession, 
they were employed, one was not, 
and two others were in graduate 
s('hool . -
The College of Business 
\dminist.ration graduated 126. Of 
I.hat. total, 48 replied Lo the survey 
showing that 31 were working, nine 
were not, four were in graduate 
schools and five were in the service. 
The College of Humanities and 
Social Sciences had 53 responses 
from 137 gradual.es. The survey 
revealed that. 43 percent (23) were 
employed, 11 were not working 
and 19 were in grad schools. 
College of Natural Sciences 
graduated 49 students, of which 17, 
(the lowest. percentage) responded. 
Eight said they were working, two 
said t.hey were not., six are in grad 
school and one is in the service. 
Said O'Rourke, "A careful 
inspection of the results is required 
in Win Le r '' starring Katharine both on and off campus. · h FTU b h t th C tral Fl "d 
I ·11 b Despitt her close proximity to t e oot a e en on a H..-pburn and Peter O'Too e w1 e In accepting the FES award, 
M h r- d 7 8 15 · Fair, this informally clad young lady really has no connection with shown arc ,) an at : pm in Kersten praised the strides made in 
the Sci nee Auditorium. the FTU engineering curri<;:ulum in Tech. The luck of the draw placed FTU's display next to a booth selling 
ladies' unmentionables. Also unmentionable are the clever comments -o · the past few years. 
CREDIT UNION Kersten has most recently been the FuTUre staff had concerning the positioning o~ the two booths. 
An organizational meetingofthe closely associated with the Suffice to say that one booth offers information about a good 
FTU Credit Union Committee is proposed retraining program for foundation in education, while the other... Photo by Geovani 
~h~ul~ ~rThu~dzyinEN360 ~emplo~d a~mpKe ~gin~m . ~-----------------------------~ 
from 11 am to noon. Beti Bunnell, The program would use FTU 
chairman of the committee, has resources, and bring successful 
announced that a slate of officers candidates Masters' degrees in 
for the Credit Union will be environmental systems 
presented at the meeting. management. 
The Credit Union was formed Kersten was appointed as Dean of 
Qua I ity Work 
(Guaranteed) 
277-0405 
Jim Van Horn 
PAINTING CONTRACTOR 
Commercial & Resident ia I 
Licensed & 
Bonded 
Free Estimates here on February 20, when Mrs. Engi!:'eering in April, 1968. 
Bunnell and Carl Anderson of the~~=~~=~~=~~~~~~==~~~~=~~==~~~~~~~~~==~~~~~==~~ 
Florida Credit Union League signed 
up seven charter members needed 
for the issuance of a Federal 
Charter. 
All interested staff and faculty 
are urged to aLLend the March 4 
m_eeting. 
Announcing Grand Opening 
SARASOTA CARNABY 
If mu tlon~I sc•c• wlml you want~ 
· ask for it! · SUPER JEAN 
'SALE 
BANK 
of 0-viulb Values to 
ENTIRE STOCK OF JEANS 
STRIPES - SOLIDS - BUTTON FLY 
LOW RISE - TIE DYE 
P. 0. BOX 248 • OVl·EDO. FLORIDA 32765 $8-$12 $599 
Five minutes north of F.T.U. 
' 
Member FDIC Phone 365-3272 
1 ... m •• "'."''""""""'"'ECOL'O'G'Y'''"'A'C'Ti'O'N"'lll''''"'lll''''''"''I ., 
I THROUGH EDUCATION I 
i Fix l~:~:t f~u~:t~;;;.;~;~~~;~Er~~ir:~::~ soap I 
(f\ Action through Education 
- ~ We live to Learn and Love -
Behind the cafeteria, next to the tennis courts 
The 
e~ 
~i= Tuesday, March 9, 11, 00 A.M. - Earth Day l_s=§ 
§ Burying of engine and detergents - Folksingers = COLONIAL PLAZA 
• • lun11m11111uHHJlllHJllUllllllllllllllllUllHlllllllUflllllllllllllllllllHllHlflllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli ~~~===~~-=~===========~===~===~===~=====~ 
